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MUGHAL ADMINISTRATION

LECTURE I.

The Government : its Character and Aims.

§ 1. The aspects of Mughal administration studied in

this book,

We are all familiar with the history of the Mughal Empire in

India,
—the long story of the successive Emperors, their wars for

th« throne of Delhi, their campaigns against their rebellious vasaals

and independent neighbours, and their expeditions beyond the

natural frontiers of India. "We know much about the private
lives of the Emperors, the ceremony and splendour of their Courts,

and the condition of the roads, from the writings of the many
European visitors to our land. But their administrative system
has not yet been subjected to a detailed study on the basis of the

original Persian records.

This is a task o£ admitted diSiculty, pirtly because so many
of the records have perished in the course of time, but mainly
because it is only men experienced in the actual conduct of modern
Indian administration who can go to the very heart of the Mughal
system and make the dead past live again before our eyes. The

great historian of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire has

confessed that his experience as a captain in tbe English militia *

and as a member of the British Parliament enabled him to under-

stand aright the campaigns of the Roman generals and the debates

of the ancient Roman Senate. We who are closet students of

Indian history can deal only with old paper, with MS. records of

the past ; we can touch only the exterior of the Mughal system.
But the real working of that system, its inner springs and prac-
tical effect can be best understood only by men who combine
a knowledge of Persian historical manuscripts with experience in

the administration of the people of the provinces once subject to

Mughal rule,
—

i.e., by scholarly members of the Indian Civil

Service in Upper India. Among them have been Mr. Edward

Thomas, the distinguished father of an equally distinguished son,

•"Tho discipline and evolution of a modern battalion gave me \ clearss
notion of the phalanx and the legion, and the captain of the Hampshire grenadieia
kM not boea oseloM to the hiatorita of the Boman Empire.'' (Qibboa's Metnoirt.^
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Mr. H. Beverldge, who was once Judge in this very town (Patna),
Mr. William Irvine, who was long Magistrate of Ghazipur and

Saharanpur, Mr. John Beanaes and some other civil officers, whose
studies in certain aspects of the Mughal administration,

—
especially

the revenue system,
—are extremely fruitful and corrective of the

errors of popular writers.

Now, modern European writers have studied only two
'

depart-
ments of the Mujjhal administration in detail, namely, the land

revenue and the army. Practically full information on thes3 two

subjects is available in English. I shall, therefore, leave them
out of my course of lectures except in respect of some minor points
where I can supply additional information from manuscripts
unknown to my predecessors.

The first of the following lectures will deal with the principle
and distinctive characteristics of the Mughal government ; the

second with the emperor's power, the position of his ministers

the departments of the State, the functions of the chief officers

and our sources of information ;
the third will make a minute

study of the diwan and the procedure of his office, and the work
of the Lord High Steward and bis assistant; the fourth will dis-

cuss the provincial administration; the fifth will concern itself

with the State in relation to the ryot ; and the concluding lecture

will attempt a philosophical survey of the influence of Mughal rule

on the country, and the causes of the decline of the Mughal
Empire.

§ 2. Traces of Mughal rule in our living presents

The administrative system of the Mughal Empire has more

than an academic interest for us. This type of administration,

with its airangement, procedure, machinery and even titles, was

borrowed by the Hindu States outside the territory directly subjecfc

to Muslim rule. It would not be a surprise to see the Mughal
system copied by the vassal Rajahs of Jaipur or Bundelkhand,

just as in our own day the British system is faithfully copied by
tlie darbars ot Baroda and Qwalior, Indore and Alwar. But the

Mughal system was also the model followed by some independent
Hindu States of the time. Even a staunch champion of Hindu

orthodoxy like Shivaji at first copied it in Maharashtra, and it

was only later in life tha* he made a deliberate attempt to give
a Hindu colour to his administrative machinery by substituting

Sanskrit titles for Persian ones at his Court ; but most of the

names of departments, records and subordinate officials in his

Jiingdoui remained Islamic, where they were not indigenous Marathi
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Thus, the Mughal system at one time spread over practically

all the civilized and organized parts of India.

Nor is it altogether dead in our own times. Traces of it

still survive, and an observant student of history can detect the

Mughal substructure under the modern British Indian administra-

tive edifice. When in the late 1 8th century a band of English
merchants and clerks were unexpectedly called upon to govern a

gtrange land and an alien race^ they very naturally took over the

Mughal system then prevailing among the people, made in it

only the most necessary changes, and while retaining its old

frame-work, they very reluctantly and slowly added such new
elements as the safety and prosperity of the country demanded
from time to time. This was the true character of the Anglo-
Indian administration of Bengal and Bihar under Warren Hast-

ings. Under his successors, after many intervals of repose, the

administration has again and again departed from its Mughal
original. But the new has been built upon the old ; our present
has its roots in our past.

§ 3, Tke aims of the Mughal State.

Before we can understand the Mughal administrative system

correctly, it is necessary for us to realize its nature and aims.

By its nature it was a military rule and therefore necessarily
a centralized despotism. To the Muslim portion of the popula-
tion the sovereign was the head of both Church and StatC; and

therefore for them he undertook socialistic functions. But towards

his non-Muslim subjects he followed the policy of the individual-

istic minimum of interference, i.e., he was content with discharg-

ing only the police duties and the coUectioii- o£-X£.v.eime, The

jBupport of public education was not a duty of the State,
—indeed

it was recognized as a national duty even in England as late as

1870. According to Hindu and Muhammadan political thought
alike, education was the handmaid of religion. If the king spent

anything on education, it was not an act of State, but a private

religious benefaction for acquiring personal merit in the next

world. Some schools were subsidized by the Padishahs, but it

was only because they were attached to mosques or taught by
families of holy men already in receipt of imperial bounty, or, in

ether words, because they served as seminaries for training ulema

(theologians) for the service of the State Church.

Similarly, the encouragement of art and literature wasa

purely personal matter with the king ; its aim was to procure bim

personal recreation or gloriiication; and not to promote uatioaal
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culture. Here the head of the State was exactly on the same

footing as a rich private citizen and he recognized no higher

obligation to his people.

In short, under Mughal rule the socialistic activities—I use

the word in its broadest sense,
—of a modern State were left to

the community, to society or the caste brotherhood, and the

student of Indian administration has to pass over them in silence,

The aim of the government was thus extremely limited

materialistic, almost sordid.

A minute study of the history of the Mughal Empire in India

on the basis of State papers and other original sources, impresses
us with certain facts as broadly characteristic of the administra-

tion.

§ 4. The imported foreign elements in tie Mughal
administrative system.

First, the Mughal governmental system took its colour from
the race and creed of its sovereigns. They were a foreign Muham-
raadan dynasty who settled in India eight centuries aft^r Islam
had been adopted in certain countries outside India and a new
administrative type had been developed in those countries.

Our Turkish conquerors brought with themselves to their

new home the type of administration which had long been known
to extra-Indian Muslim countries as the model, and which had
been proved by the exjerience of centuries as the most successful,

viz.^ the administrative system of the Abbasid Khalifs of Iraq
and the Fatimid Khalifs of Egypt. The Mughal administration

presented a combination of Indian and extra-Indian elements ; or.

more correctly, it was the Perso-Arabic system in Indian setting.

The principles of their government, their church policy, their

rules of taxation, their departmental arrangements, and the very
titles of their officials, were imported ready-made from outsldo

India. But a compromise was effected with the older native system

already in pf)ssession of the field and familiar to the people

governed. The details of the imported system were modi-

fied ta suit local needs. The existing Indian practice and
the vast mass of Indian customary law were respected so

far as they did not run counter to the root principles of all Islamic

governments ;
and in all non-essential matter?, in the spectacu-

lar side of polities,
*

and, generally speaking, in village

• Lord Clive performed the punyaTi ceremony at MurBhidabad ! Here we bsTe
a Hindu rcvetme usage coming dovn from rery anoient times through the Mah^m-
jwadftn age to the early British period.
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^admlnlstratiou and tlie lower rungs o£ the ofilcial ladder^ the

Indian usage was allowed to prevail, while the foreign model

swayed almost exclusively the Courfc (which was personal matter
for the sovereign) and the higher official circles, (who drew their

inspiration from Persia and Egypt) .

This foreign element in the Mughal administration can he

easily illustrated from the provincial administation. As Professor

C. H. Becker of Hamburg^ writes in the Encf/clopaclia of Islam :

" In the early centuries of Arab rule two political functions were

sharply distioguished [In Egypt, ??i3., ] the governorship and the

treasury. The governor, [called] amir^ had control over the

military and police only... Alongside of him was the head of the

treasury, [called] the «wzi7.., These two officers had to keep a strict

>vatch on one another. As head of the military and executive,
the atnir wsis the first [in authority], but they were equal in rank

and the adminiittrator of the treasury even had the greater
influence [over the sovereign.]

'*—
Enctjclojoosdia of Islam

^ Vol. II.

P. 13).

Now, this was exactly the relation between the SuhaJidar or

provincial j2:overnor and the diwan or revenue chief of the province.
A concrete illustration of the official antagonism between the two
and their mutual recriminations to their master—for, it was the

duty of each, in the words of Prof. Becker,
*'

to keep a strict

watch over the other,
"—can ))e found in my account of the

History of Orlssa in the 17th century, based on contemporary
official papers, published in the Journal of the Bihar and Onssa
Kesearch Societj/ in June and September 1916 and reprinted in

my Studies in Mughal iwc^^'t*, pages 221—224.

So, too, in the division of the administration Into departments
the model of Islamic lands outside India was followed.

The second characteristic is that the Government was mili-

tary in its origin, and though in time it became rooted to the soil

it retained its military character to the last. Every official of the

Mughal Government had to be enrolled in the army list ; he was

given a mansah as the nominal commander of so many horsemen,
•which deternain^d his pay and status. Civil servants, judges of

Canon Law, superintendents of post, excise or customs, and even
clerks and accountants of the higher grades, were all ranked as

mansabdarsi^ i.e., members of the army. Their names were arran-

ged in the gradation-list of the army, they were paid by the

Bakhshis or military paymasters and their promotion took the

form of an increase in their nominal command. From this it

followed that the Treasury or spending department of the Govern-

ment was only one for the civil and military services alike, or in
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strict theoiy there was no civil Treasury at all. We should, how-

ever, remember that though the salary-bills were passed by the

Bakhihis or military paymasteris, the actual payment (except to

the field army during a campaign) was made by the Diwan,w\LO
was reckoned as a civil officer.

Thirdly, the main point to be noted about the land revanue

system of Mughal India is its long and close adherence to the old

practice, procedure and even tradition of the country. Indeed, the

early Muhararaadan conquerors very wisely retained the old Hindu
revenue system intact, employed the old Hindu revenue officials,

and seldom interfered with the working of this department so long
as the land-tax was regularly collected and there was no striking
default of peculation.

This remark Is true of the laud^revenue alone, which has

always been the most traditional anT conservative branch of

Government activity in India. But in the cise of the other

sources of State income, the Quranic law and the practice of older

Islamic States outside India exercised their full influence, and
we find in Indo-Muhammadan history repeated attempts to

adjust the actual practice of the Government in the revenue

department to the theory of the Canon Law of Islam in this

matter,* Thus, the entire revenue system of the Mughal Empire
as it was developed in the I7th century was a resultant of two

forces,
—the time-honoured Hindu practice and the abstract

Arabian theory.

Between these two discordant elements the compromise was
not always happy or successful, and the dead weight of Indian

usage in the end proved too heavy for the orthodox zeal of

Quranic purists like Firuz Shah Tughlaq or Aurangzib. When
they closed their eyes, or even in their lifetime, after a brief span
of strict adherence to the Quranic precept and abolition of
** innovations

'^

(hidaH), things fell back into their old traditional

grooves. The subject will be more fully discussed in a subsequent
lecture.

§ 5. The State as a manufacturer.

Fourthly, in Mughal India the State was the largest manu-

facturer, or rather the only manufacturer on a large scale

in respect of several commodities. The modern practice of

Government buying ready-made goods in the open market,
of giving orders for large quantities to contractors, would
not have answered in those days of oottage ..industries, when

? E. g., Firu2 Shah Tughlaq (in Elliot, iii. 377.)
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production on a large scale with a view to sale hy private capi-
talists was unknown. The State was, therefore, forced to manufac-

ture the commodities it needed.

And its need was very large. Twice every year,
—in the rainy

season and the winter^
—a robe (khilat) suitable for the season was

presented by the Emperor to every mansabdar, and the number
of mansabdarsin 1690 is given as nearly 7,500 who were paid in

cash and 4,000 who held jagirs. (Z. 15 a.) For the higher

nobles, one suit of the robe of honour consisted of several articles

of apparel. In addition to these two seasonal gifts, the princes o£

the blood, the vassal Eajahs and many of the mansabdars and
Court officials received robes of honour at the two birthdays of

the Emperor (viz., according to the lunar and the solar calcula-

tions), the lunar anniversary of his coronation, the two Pds,
aud down to Aurangzlb^s reign on the old Persian New Year's

Day, when the Sun enters the Aries [nau-roz). As a matter of

rule khilats were also bestowed on most persons when they
were presented at Court or took leave, or were appointed
to posts, and, for some time in Aurangzlb's reign, on converts

to Islam.

It will thus be seen that the Imperial Government had to

teep a vast stock of cloth and ready-made robes for its need

during the year. The supply was assured by the State maintain-

ing many factories (karkhanahs) of its own in the principal cities

of the empire, where skilled workmen were brought together

(sometimes from distant provinces), placed under a Government

superintendent [darogka), paid daily wages, and made to produce
their handicrafts which were duly stocked in the stores.

The same thing was done with regard to various articles of

consumption and luxury required by the Emperor's household.

It was the business of the Khan-i-saman or Lord High Steward to

buy such goods as were available in the market and manufacture
the others well in advance of the time when they would be required.
A detailed study of the karkJianahs will give us an idea of the
immense field of State activity in the industrial sphere.

Fifthly, the Mughal Government was a highly centralized

autocracy. The Crown was the motive power of the entire admin-
istrative machinery. Where the Government is absolute, the

supreme authority concentrated in one man's hand, the territory

large, the means of commuQication between the districts slow and

difficult, the transfer of local officers frequent, and no political life

or local initiative left to the people,
—^there the natural consequence

is the multiplication of official correspondence and the growth
^i dk vast mass of written records. The Mughal Government,
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except in tbe actual conducting of campaigns, vrskS b. ^aphati raj-

i.e., paper Governmeut, Its officers had to maintain many books,

f^uch as copies of correspondence, nominal rolls, descriptive rolls,

history of the services of officers, newsletters and despatches

received, as well as accounts in duplicate or triplicate, summary or

full,
—besides keeping an array of spies and courtiers for the

information of the central Government.

§ 6. Za-iff and Justice,

Sixthly, its attitude towards law anl justice was opposed to

our conceptions. One of the most essential functions of a modern
State is the administration of. jiijiice and the maintenance of order.

Herein the Mughal Government was weakest and least capable of

improvement and expansion with time. It, nc) doubt, undertook
to defend the country from foreign invasion and internal revolt,

and to protect life and property in the cities 4>y its own agents.
But the policing of the vast rural areas was left to the locality ; it

was done by the local chankidars who were servants of the villagfi

community and maintained by the villagers themselves out of the

village land, and who were not considered as officers paid and super-
vised by the State. Instead of the Mughal Government under-

taking responsibility for rural peace and security, it made the

villagers responsible for the safety of their own property and
that of travellers in the neighbourins^ roads. There was, no
doubt, a Government agent there, viz., the faujdar ; bub his

jurisdiction was too large to allow him to attempt the supervision
of the police of all the villages in that region. His recognized

duty was to prevent or punish wide-spread or notorious acts of

violence, such as rebellion by local zamindars, organized raid*

by large gangs of robbers, or the withholding of land revenue

on a large scale.

As regards justice, the Mughal Emperor loved to pose a*

the fountain of justice and followed the immemorial Eastern

tradition that the king should try cases himself in open court.

Both Shah Jahan and Aurangzib held no public darhar on Wed-
nesday, but reserved that day for holding a court of law. "The
Emperor came direct from the darshan window to the diwan-i-

Jchas (or Hall of Private Audience) at about 8 a.m. and sat on
the throne of justice till midday. This room was filled with the

law-officers of the Crown, the judges of Canon Law (qazis),

judges of Common Law (adils), mufiis, theologians {ulema),

jurists learned in precedents (fatawa), the superintendent of the

law-court, [daroffka-i-adalai], and the kotwal or prefect of the city-

police. None else among the courtiers was admitted unless his

presence was specially necessary. The officers of justice pre-
sented the plaintiffs one by one. and reported their grievances.
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His Majesty very genfcly ascertained the facts by inquiry, took

the law from the ulema and pronounced judgment accordingly.

Many persons had come from far-of£ provinces to get justice
from the highest power in the land. Their plaints could not be

investigated except locally ; and so the Emperor wrote orders to

the governors of those places^ urging them to find out the truth

and either do them justice there or send the parties back to the

capital with their reports
—

/'[Studies in Mughal Lidia, pages
li and 70.)

The Emperor was the highest court of appeal and sometimes
acted as the court of fii:sfc instance, too. But, from the nature of

things, only a few plaintiffs could reach his throne and he could

spare time for adjudicating only a small portion of the appeals
that where handed to him, though several of the Mughal
Emp3rors, notably Jahangir, made a parade of their devotion

to duty by hanging a golden chain from their palace-balcony to

the ground outside Agra fort, to which the people in the streets

could tie their patitions for royal justice in order to be dravsrn

u^) to the Emperor, without their having to graase the palms of the

palace porters and underlings, courtiers and other middlemen.

The main defect of the department of law and justice was
that there was no system, no organization of the law courts in a

regular gradation from the highest to the lowest, nor any proper
distribution of courts in proportion to the area to be served by
them,

-

Every provincial capital had it^ qa-zi^ appointed by the

Supreme Qazi of the Empire (the Qazi-id-qiizat) ; but there

were no lower or primary courts under him, and therefore no

provincial court of appeal. The smaller towns and all the

villages which had no qazi of their own, seem to have formed a^

sort of no-man's land as regards justice, though any plaintifE

living in them, if he was sufficiently rich and enterprising, could

carry his suit to the qazi of the province.

As the provincial qazi's j urisdiction was very vast and he
had no assistant or deputy legally competent to share his

burden, only a small part of the disput3s in the provinces could
be tried by him. The Indian villager in the Mughal Empire
was denied the greatest pleasure of his life in our own times,

viz.f facility for civil litigation with Government courts of first

instance close at his doors and an abundance of courts of appeal
rising up to the High Court at the capital.

Men had therefore, to settle their differences locally, by
appeal to the caste courts or paneAa^joii^^^tha arbitration of an

impartial umpire [salts), or by a resort to force.
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The crudeness and insufficiency of the judicial system was

aggravated by the fact that the only law recognised by the

Emperor and his judges was the Quranic law, which had

originated and grown to maturity outside India. It was

supposed to have been defineil once for all within the pages
of the Quran as revealed to the Arabian Prophet. But there was
a wide latitude in the interpretation of the words of the Quran.
And for this purpose our Indian judges turned to the known
decisions of the pious Muslim kings and eminent Muslim jurists
of the past; in the chief centres of Islamic thought and civiliza-

tion outside India. Thus, Muslim law in India did not originate
in legislation but in revelation ; it had two other sources, viz.,

precedents or case-laws and the opinions of jurists, though both
of these latter merely professed to make the meaning of the

Quran explicit ami not to add any new principle or rule to what
is written in the Book of God.

All the three sources of Indo-Muhammadan law were trans-

Indian. No Indian Emperor or Qazi's decision was ever consider-

ed authoritative enoujjh to lay down a legal principle, elucidate

any obscurity in the Quran, or supplement the Quranic law by
following the line of its obvious intention in respect of cases not

explicitly provided for by it.

Hence, it became necessary for Indian Qazis to have at their

elbow a digest of Islamic law and precedent compiled from the

accepted Arabic writers. Such digests were prepared from time to

time, and their character varied with the sovereign's choice

among the four schools of Islamic law, viz.^ the iJanafi, the

MaLki, the Shafii
' and the llanbali. The Hanafi school was

considered orthodox in India. The last law digest prepared in

our country was the Fatawa-i-Alamgin, which was compiled by
a syndicate of theologians under orders of Aurangzib at a cost of

two lakhs of rupets. Muslim Law in India was, therefore,

incapable of growth and change, except so far as it reflected

changes of juristic thought in Arabia or Egypt.

As is well-known to students of media3val history, in a

Muslim State the Civil Law is merged in and subordinated to the

Canon Law, and the theologians are the only jurists.

"We have no information about the Hindu caste courts and

arbitration boards which administered justice according to Common
Law, nor about the Brahmanic courts sanctioned by the Emperor
Akbar, which followed Manu and other text-writers on the
*'

(jlentoo Code,'^ as Nathaniel B. lialhed called the loose mass of

Hindu legal rules and pious injunctions which were appealed to by
Hiodu litigants at the cud of the Mughal period.
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§ 7. The State declines all socialistic /unctions.

Of the provincial admiaistration little need be said. The
work at the headquarters oE the province, viz.y that of the local

gubakdar, diwa)i and qaziy foUowed the well-known lines of their

counterpart at the Imperial Court. As has been well remarked by
a European writer,

^'

Every subahdar tried to play the Padishah in

his own province.'^

But of the political and economic life of the people, especially
in the villages, no account has survived, and for a sufficient reason.

The State in those days_, as I have already painted out, contented

itself with the police duties and revenue collection,
^ and did

not undertake any socialistic work, nor interfere with the lives of

the villaf^erS;,so long as there was no violent crime or defiance of

royal authority in the locality. Every village was left free to

continue the noiseless even tenor of its life along the old grooves,
untroubled by Government, if it did not trouble the Government.
The State refused to take the initiative in social progress, or the

economic development of the people (is distinct from the domains
of the crown cr khalsa shari/ai where it was like a private landlord),
or the promotion of literature or art (except for the Emperor's
personal gratification), or the improvement of communication

(except for military purposes). All these things, where done at

all, were done by private enterprise. Where there was any
organized village community the initiative in these matters was
taken by the headman or council of village elders ;

in all other

places, the centre of local life was the zamindar or petty Rajah.

The policy of benevolent interference and piternal guidance of

the lives of the people adopted by the Buddhist Emperor Asoka in

his empire 250 years before the birth of Christ, was not attempted
by the Mughal Emperors after Akbar^s reign. Wherever the

Mughal local office.vs showed too active an interest in local life

(outside the provincial capital), it was against superior orders and
in consequence of a corrupt love of gain or spirit of partisanship.
And the result of such interference was always bad.

Large empires of a mediaeval stationary type of civilization

and inhabited by diverse tribes, likj the Chinese Empire, have
held together, only because the central Government has wisely
let the rural areas alone, giving to the people of each district

freedom to live their lives according to immemorial usag3 if they
supplied the fixed quota of local troops and their fixed share o^!

the revenue of the State.

^" Adiniaistrative nihilism, '[
aa Huxley called it, or •'

auarcby plus the policeman.'
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There was, therefore, something like local autonomy. But
the geographical units enjoying such autonomy were so small and
their activities were so purely municipal and social, that it would
be more correct to say that the villages and small towns of the

Mughal Empire enjoyed parochial self-government rather than
local autonomy. In the absence of political freedom and power
of self-taxation for communal (as distinct from section or caste)

purposes; there cannot be any local autonomy.
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LECTURE II.

The Sovereign and the Departmental Heads.

Sources.

§ 1. The Mughal Sovereigm^s legal position and powers.

According to the theory o£ the Qaranio law, the sovereign is

only the commander of the true believers (amir-ul mumnin} and is

responsible to the general body (;«»»« '^) of the Muslims for tho

proper discharge of his duties. Eut no constitutional machinery
for controlling or judging him, such as a parliament or council of

ministers responsible to the people, was in existence in any
Muhammadan country or even conceived of. The Muslim State

was essentially a military State, and depended for its existence

on the absolute authority of the monarch, who was also the

supreme general. The Roman Imperator's functions were similar,

but according to the constitution of Home, the sanction of the

Senate to important measures of State and the popular election of

the chief officials were devised as checks (however futile in practice)
on the Emperor's absolutism. No such cheek existed in the

Islamic world even in theory, though in practice the sovereign's
action was often influenced by his fear of the Muslim soldiery and
his reluctance to incur social odium.

No doubt, it was open to a number of theologians (ulema) to

issue a decree deposing the sovereign as a violator of the Quranic
law and therefore unfit to reign. But the only means of enforcing
such a decree was a rebellion. There was no constitutional body
that could peacefully depose one king and set up another. In fact,

the successful removal of a tyrannical Sultan always implied the

rise of a pretender with a superior military force at his back. The

regular forces of the State were bound to obey the king de facto
and not the ulema nor the council of ministers.

The Mughil Emperor had no regular council of minister^.

The M>fl22.V or t^waji-^ was the hfghest person below the Emperor,
but the other officers were in no sense his colleagues. They were

admittedly inferior to him and deserved rather to be called secreta-

ries than ministers, because nearly all their work was liable to

revision by the wazir, and royal orders were often transmitted to

them through him.

As a matter of practice, when the Emperor held his private
consultation or diwan-i~^/ias, the other high officers {viz., the

^hief Paymaster, the chief Qazi, the High Steward and the
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Commander-ia-chief, if any), usually attended along with tlie

wazir, and were consulted. J5ut many important questions were
decided by the Emperor and the wazir alone without the knowledge
of the other ministers. It need hardly be said that neither the

lower ministers nor even the wazir could serve as a check on the

/ royal will. They coul d advise but never vote, and the insecurity
I and dependence of their position made it impossible for them to

contradict the king even when he was clearly going wrong. The

; Mughal government was, therefore, a one man rule, and Aurangzib,
I like his contemporary Louis XIV"., was really his own prime-
minister.

From this it will be seen that the Mughal Emperor had no
Cabinet in the modern sense of the term. His ministers were mere
secretaries who carried oat the royal will in matters of detail ; but

they could never influence his policy except by the arts of gentle

persuasion and veiled warning ; they never resigned if he rejected
their counsels. In short, the ministers directed the administration

only when the Emperor slept. Such ministerial control was really
a violation of the spirit of the constitation (if I may use the

name, where the thing did not exist) ;
it indicated a state of anarchy

like the periods when the Witenagemot effectively controlled the

royal government of Anglo-Saxon England.

The immensity of the Mughal Emperor's power can be judged
from the fact that he was the head of the Church and the State

alike. Every Muslim sovereign is, in strict theory, the Khalif

t>f the age, or the latest successor of the Prophet in the command
of the faithful, and so long as he is not deposed by the verdict of

the Quranic lawyers, his power is supreme.

The Mughal Emperors, like all other Islamic sovereigns, had

to play a twofold part, vi^.y to govern all the people in their

dominions as their king, and also to be the missionary defender

and agent of the creed of a section of their subjects. Therefore,

from the Muhammadan portion of their subjects they levied the

zakat or tithes, amounting to one-fortieth of every man's annual

increase, which they were bound to spend for the benefit of the

faithful only,
—by building mosques, subsidising pious men and

theological teachers, endowing saints^ tombs and monasteries,

relieving Muslim paupers and providing dowries for Muslim
maidens. This zakat passed into the public treasury in the same

way as the land-tax or the custom duty. The best illustration of

the Emperor's headship of the Church and the State alike is

furnished by the fact that in later ages the Muhammadan rulers

abused their trust by spending the zakat on their personal needs or

for the general purposes of the Government.
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2. The chief departments and their heads.

So much for the sovereign's power, the position of his ministers

and the aims of the Government. We shall now study the

administrative system in detail.

The chief departments of the Mughal Government were :—

1. The Exchequer and Revenue (under the High JDiwan.)

2. The Imperial Household (under the Khan-i-saman or

High Steward.)

3. The military Pay and Ac30unts OQBce (under the

imperial Bakhshi.)

4. Canon Law, both civil and criminal (under the Chief

Qazi.)

5. Religious endowments and charity (under the chief

3adr,)

6. Censorship of Public Morals (under the Muhtasil.)

Inferior to these, but ranking almost like departments,
were :—

7. The Artillery (under the Mir Atish or Larogha-v

Topkhanah.)

and 8. Intelligence and Posts (under the Darogha of Dak

Chauki.)

The innumerable karkhanahs (i.e., factories and storcE).

each under a darogha or superintendent, were not departments.
Most of them were under the Khan-i-saman.

§ 3. The Wazir or Chancellor.

' Wazir '
or prime-minister seems to have been an honorific-

title, without necessarily implying the charge of any particular

branch of the administration. H§ was, no doubt, always the head

of the revenue department, but it was in his capacity of diwan.

All diwansj however, were not wazirs, and we read of no Hindu
diwan being given the high title of wazir.

Originally, the wazir was the highest officer of the revenue

department, and in the natural course of events control over the

other departments gradually passed into his hands. It was only^
when the king was incompetent, a pleasure-seeker or a minor,,

that the wazir also controlled the army.- Thus, in its origin the

wazir's pd^ was a civil one, and his assumption of the supreme,

military direction was abnormal and a mark of imperial decadence.

No doubt, the wazir, like every other high official of the Mughal
Government, was expected to command an army and often did
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actually lead a short expedition, but the necessity of his constant

attendance on the Emperor prevented him from taking charge of

military operations for a long time or at a^ distance from the im-

perial camp.

The wazir's oflBce received all revenue papers and returns and

despatches from the provinces and the field armies. He also acted

as the king's representative on many ceremonial occasions. He
wrote letters

"
by order

'^

(hasb-ul-kukm) in his own person though
under the Emperor's directions. All orders for payment except
for small sums or money previously allotted had to be signed by
the diwan, and the payment ;^ (except to the field army and the

workmen of the State factories) was made through his depart-
ment only. So, to3, all questions connected with the collection of

the revenue were decided by the diwan, who consulted the Em-
peror in important cases and frequently reported to him the state

of the Treasury. Some of the famous wazirs of the Mughal
period were also masters of Persian prose and they acted as

secretaries in drafting royal letters to foreign rulers on behalf of

their masters.

It was only under the degenerate descendants of Aurangzib>
that the wazirs became virtual rulers of the State, like the;

Mayors of the I'alace in mediaeval Erance.

§ 1. The Bakhsht or Paymaster,

Every offi'^er of the Mughal Government was enrolled as
:a commander of so many horsemen. This title was only a con-

venient means of calculating his salary and status. It did not
mean that he had actually to maintain so many horsemen in his

service. Thus, theoretically even the civil officers belonged to the

military department, and therefore the salary bills of all officers

had to be calculated and passed by the paymasters of the army.
These paymasters [bakhshis) were increased in number with
the growth of the empire, till at the end of Aurangzib's reign
we have one chief Bakhshi, called the Mir Bakhshi or Imperial

Paymaster and popularly as the First Bakhshi, with three assis-

tants called the 2nd, 3rd and -Ith Bakhshis.

Each field army of the Mughal Empire was placed under a

general appointed for the occasion, being usually a prince of the
blood (when available) under the guardianship of a senior noble.

Though on several occasions we have officers invested with the
title of sipah'Salar or * commander of troops/ it was only a
mark of honour and they did not really command the entire

Mughal army. The Emperor was the only commander-in-chief.
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The artiUeiy branch was, however, placed in charge of an
oiSicer called the Mir Ati^h or, popularly, darogha-i-topkhanah .

Not only the artillery-men but also the musketeers were under his y^
command. As the artillery of the Turks of Europe was much [IJ
more advanced and efficient than that of the Mughal Emperors,
the latter tried to get for their Mir Atish any good officer of the

Turkish empire or even Persian that they could secure. On the

whole the Indian Muhammadans were remarkably incompetent in

handling artillery, and this department was filled with Turkish
and Feringi gunners and cannon-founders, while the musketeers
were mostly recruited from certain Hindu tribes, such as the

Bundelas, the Karnatakis, and the men of Buxar. Each field

army had its own special chief of artillery.

I shall not discuss the military dep irtment any further, as it

has baen fully treated in William Irvine's Anny of the Indian,

Moghcls,

X § 5. The Khan-t'Saman or High Steward.

The High Steward was a very important officer of the

Mughal times, as he was the head of the Emperor's household

department* and accompanied him during his journeys and cam-

paigns. All the personal servants of the Emperor were under
this officer's control, and he also supervised the Emperor's daily

expenditure, food, tents, stores, etc. Naturally the Khan-i-saraan

enjoyed great trust and influence, and there are examples of wazirs

being appointed from among the Khan-i-samans.

§ 6. The Judiciary.

The Emparor, as "the Khalif of the Age," was theoreticillv

the highest judge and used to hold courts of justice and try select

cases personally on Wednesdays. But the court held by him was
a tribunal of the highest appeal rather than a court of first ins-

tance. The Qazi was the chief judge in criminal suits, and tried

them according to Muslim law. Not only all cases between

Muhammadans, but also all important criminal cases in which one

of the parties was a Muhammadan, had to be instituted in the

Qazi's court. Assisted by a muj^ti, who consulted the old Arabic

books on jurisprudence and stated the abstract law bearing on the

case, the dazi pronounced sentence.

Naturally the great power and irresponsible position of the-

Q,azi enabled him to turn his office into a vast field of corruption,

* Manucci writes :— " He had charge of the whole expenditure of the royat
houBehold in reference to both great and small thing*,"— TSfi^ria do Mogor, ii ; il^,)

See, also, my UUiory of Awrangzify, Hi 79,
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and all the Qaz's of the Mughal period, with a few honourable
exceptions, were notorious for taking bribes. (Btstonj of
Aurangzib, iii. 84-86.) The supreme Qazi of the empire was
called the Qazi-ul-quzat and alfo '' the Qazi of the imperial
camp/' and he always accompanied the Emperor. Every provin-
cial capital had its local Qazi, who was appointed by the Chief
Qazi. These posts were often sold for bribes, and the Qazi's

department became a byword and reproach in Mughal times.

The following is the customary charge of the diwan to a newly
appointed Qazi :

" Be just, be honest, be impartial. Hold trials
in the presence of the parties and at the cjurt-house and the
seat of Government {muhahuma.)

''Do not accept presents from the people of the place where

you serve, nor attend entertainments given by anjbody and

everybody.

" Write your decrees, sale-deeds mortgage-bonds and other

legal documents very carefully, so that learned men may not pick
holes in them and bring you to shame.

" Know poverty [faqr) to be your glory (fakhr)
'^

[Manual
pp. 41-42.]

The Mufti is urged to spend his days and nights in reading
bcolxs on jurisprudence and the reports of cases from which one

can learn jToeedents. When he finds the judgment proposed in

a case by the Qazi under whom he serves to be opposed to all

precedent, he should tell him politely,
^'

Sir, in a similar case,

reported in fucb and such a book, the judgment is given thus. It

would be better if yoa pronounce your own judgment after

reading that book.
"

The Mufti should train himself during his leisure-hours by
copying learned legal decisions and discussions of judicial principles
from authoritative text-books. [Manual, 43-44.]

The Sadr was judge and supervisor of the endowments of land

made by the Emperor or princes for the support of pious men,
scholars and monks. It was his duty to see that such grants were

applied to the right purpose and also to scrutinize applications for

fresh grants. Assistance was often given in cash also. The rent-

free land granted bore the names of sayurghal (Turkish), madad-i-

mash (Arabic), aimay etc. The Sadr was also the Emperor's
almoner and had the spending of the vast sums which the Emperors
set apart for charity in the month of Eamzan and other holy

occjisionSj
—amounting to \\ lakhs of rupees in the reign of

Aurangzib, and Court ceremonies. The Sadv's position offered him
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boundless possibilities of enriching bimself by means of bribes and

peculation, and the Sadrs of Akbar's reign were notorious for their

venality and cruel spirit.

The Chief Sadr of the empire was called the Sadr-vs-sadur
^

the Sadr-i-Jahdn, or popularly the Sadr-i-hil. In addition every
province had its local Sadr. Practically the Sadr was exclusively
a civil judge, but not of all civil oases. For the posts of Qazi and

Sadr, men of high Arabic scholarship and reputed sanctity of

character, where available, were chosen.

The Chief Sadr, when sending the provincial Sadrs to their

charges, is instructed to give them lists of the recipients of rent-

free lands and daily allowances in their respective provinces, and

copies of the Emperor^s regulations concerning the death or flight
of the servitors [of the mo^iquesj, aimaclars, rozinadarSy students

and other persons in receipt of stipends (both hereditary and new) ,

and urge them to act according to the imperial orders. [Manual,
39-40.]

§ 7. 'Ihe Censor of Public Morals.

According to Muslim law, it is the king's duty to appoint an

Inspector or Censor of Public Morals {Muhtasih) to regulate the

lives of the people in strict accordance with the scriptural rules.

\\ The Censor's functions are to enforce the Prophet's commands and

put down the practices forbidden by him (amr wa niki),
—such as

drinking distilled spirits and fermented beer, bhang (i.e., hemp or

Cannabis sativa) and other liquid intoxicants, gambling and
certain kinds of immorality. Dry intoxicants were not condemned,
and we find both opium and ganja (i.e., dried hemp plant) allowed.

The punishment of heretical opinions, blasphemy against the

Prophet, and neglect of the five daily prayers and the fast of

Ramzan by Muhammadans also lay within the province of the

Censor. He used to go through the streets with a party of soldiers

demolishing and plundering liquor-shops, distilleries and gambling-
dens wherever he found them, breaking with blows the pots and

pane for preparing bhang, and enforcing the strict observance of

religious rites on the part of the Muhammadan population. Some-
times his retainers had armed conflicts with the bold sinners who
showed fight.

'' The demolition of newly built temples was one of

this oflBcer's duties in Aurangzib's reign. (History of Aurangzib,
iii. 93-94, 323.)

The following instructions are given to a newly appointed
Muhtasib (Censor) -as to his duties :

—
"To those Muhammadans who do not know the rules of

worship according to the true faith and Musalmaui conduct or
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ceremonie'? you should give instructions in these matters. If they

plead inability, reprimand or chastise them.

'^ In the bazars and lanes observe if any one, contrary to th®

•regulations and custom, has screened off (abnt) apart of the street*

or closed the path, or thrown dirt and sweepings on the road,—o^

if any one has seized the portion of the bazar area reserved fo^

public traffic and opened his shop there ; you should in such case^

urge them to remove the violation of regulations.

^' In the cities do not permit the sale of intoxicating drinks

nor the residence of
'

professional women
'

{tawaif, literally danc-

ing girls), as it is oppo-ed to the Sacred Law.

" Give good counsel and warning to those who violate the
Quranic precepts. Do not show harshness [at first] ,

for then they
would give you trouble. First send advice to the leaders of these

men, and if they do not listen to you then report the case to the

governor.''^ [Manual, 45-46.]

§ 8. Our sources of informattofi.

I shall now describe and critically examine the original
sources of information that we possess about the Mughal system
of administration.

The best known of them and the one most accessible to

English-speaking readers is Abul Fazl's Ain-i-Akbari, of which a

scholarly translation in -3 volumes by Blochraann and Jarrett is

available. But this work, though it was the progenitor and in

certain respects the model, of later official handbooks, has many
defects. It was the first work of its kind in India and was written

when the newly created Mughal administration was in a half
flui^,^

<Jondition. Abul Fazl, therefore, tells us what an officer ought ]
to aim at doing, rather than what the experienced servants i

of a long-settled government were in the habit of

doing ; that is to say, he draws an ideal picture instead of

giving us a faithful description of the administration in its actual

working. Moreover, he is an insufferable rhetorician, and even
when he intends to tell a fact, he buries it under a mass of

figures of speech and round-about expressions. His work, there-

fore, does not give us much real help in drawing a correct and
detailed picture of the administrative machinery, though in the
statistical portion he is detailed and correct. We are oppressed by
a sense of the vagueness and unreality of the picture as we go
through the descriptive parts of the Ain»

The immense size of the book and the unreality or rather the

practical usele&sness of much of its contents, made it undesirable to

write similar works or to bring the Ain-i-Akhari up to date in

the reigns of Akbar's successors. The needs of their officials
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were met by compilinof a class of handbooks called Baifur-uUaml^
written in the exact antithesis of the style of Abul Fazl. These
are highly condensed abstrdctSj full of facts, figures and lists, with
no descriptive matter and hardly any complete sentence. (They
remind us of the sufran or strings of short rules in the post-
Vedic Saiiskcit literature.) Such smxll handbooks could be easily
revised and brought up to date in successive reigns. But the
revision took the form of making additions at the end of each

section, bringing the work up to date. For this reason the latest
Dnstur is the one most useful to us 3

it includes its predecessors
and we miss only a few old statistics which have been replaced by
more recent infoii'mation.

Such JDasfur-ul-amU were composed in the reigns of Shah
Jahan and Aurangzib, and several MSS. of them are known to

exist. Thomas^ used five of these works. I have used one of

these live, (namely, D. 163 of the Asiatic Soceiety of Bengal)

along with other sources in writing my India af AuTangzib :

statistics
J topograph)/ and road^ (lyOl.)

But a better Ddstiir-ul-aml has since then been copied and
studied by me. One MS. of it is the India Office Library
(London) No. Pers. 370, which is defective at both ends and the

other is the British Museum Orijatal No. 164<1, complete but

entitled Zaioahit-i-Alamglri or the Regulations of the Emperor
Aurangzib. The two MSS. are copies of the same work, in spite
'O'^ the difference in their titles and the fact that they were trans-

cribed from different manuscripts. They give figures up to the

33rd year of the Emperor's reign, i.e., 1690 A.D._, when the

Mughal Empire had reached its climax after the capture of Bijapur,
Golkonda and Raigarh (the Maratha capital) and the annexation

of these three kingdoms to the territory of Delhi. Mere statistics

of a later date, down to about the middle oP the 18th century, can

be found inttie works of Jag-jivan Das and Rai Chatar-man, th*^

latter of which I have given in English in my India of Aurangzib.
But as they do not treat of the administrative system, they must
be left out of our present study.

§ 9. Contents of Dastur-ul-amC,

These Dastur-ul-^mls or official handbooks tell us, in the

fewest wor Is possible, about the revenues of the different provinces^
the number of their subdivisions, the distances between different

cities of the empire, the rules for sending ofiicial papers to Court,

the records thit should come to the different diwans' offices, the

* Revenus Refources of the Mughal Empire, p 14 and footnote, p. 33 and foot-

note, eep. 40 n,-I.O. L, 1387, Br. Mus. Addl. 6598 and 659», A.S.B. MS. (D, 163),

and another MS. copied for Elliot,
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total expenditure of the State, the number of mansabJars and other

military forces, the usual titles of Muslim and Hindu nobles,

musicians and caligraphists, the distribution of work among the

bakhshis and diwans, the functions and official procedure of the

Khan-i-saman Bayutat Mir Atish Mushrifg of the barqandazes and
other Special classes of troop?, as well as of the bakhshi of the Aharlis,

details of the High Diwin's office-work and the papers to be receiv-

ed, replied to, prepared or signed or submitted to the Emperor by
him, rainnte rules about the cash salaries of the princes and

mansabdars, the rules of branding and shoeing cavalry horses, the

classification of officers according to their equipment, rules about

leave and overstaying leave, minute regulations about adjusting the

jagir to an officer's rank, payment of retainers, grant for the fodder

of the transport cattle of the different grades of mansabdais.

Then we have tables o£ weights (as current in different parts) >

the exchange value of the coins of difforent countries outside India,
a list of the forts in the empire, the number of the mansabdars

grade by grade, rules about promotion, dismissal and sick-leave—in

short all kinds oi salary-rules ; the special salaries, of Europem
gunners, sappers and cannon-founders (Z. 606—62^), powder-

supply to musketeers (Zi. 63a), classification of arms, rates of

jaziyay\is>t of seasons appropriate for voyages (Z. 67 a—68 a), the

revenue of Persia, the escheated properties of various princes,

princesses and nobles, lists of presents received from Persia, the

amounts in the imperial treasure-rooms (Z. \^2b), lists of

karJi'hanahi (Z. 1325—133a), lists of the abwabs abolished by
Aurangzib and of the practices declared by him as illegal (Z. 135«—13 7a), details about Aurangzib's armaments at the sieges of

Bijapur, Golkonda, etc., with descriptions of some of the Deccan forts

of his time,
—and many more details about the Emperor's Doccaa

campaigns and statistics about his Deccan provinces.

It will be seen from the above what a vast mass of useful and

absolutely new information is compressed into this Dastur-ul-ami.

"Without it a thorough study of the Mughal administration would
have been impossible. Unfortunately both the MSS. are badly
written, and in several places the minor technical official terms can

be read only by conjecture ; the figures too are written not in

Arabic numtrals but by means of peculiar signs called raqatm,
which when written with the least negligence may make a differ-

ence of tenfold or hundredfold. No distmctly-written old and
reliable copy of the Dadur is likely to be discovered.

Hence, we cannot extract the fullest benefit from this valuable

source. Part of our reading of it must be conjectural, and in a few

plaxjes the text must be given up as hoplesely unreadable.
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Happily, in some respects we can correct and supplement the

Dadur from a later work, which is unique of its kind in Indo-
Persian literature. I mean the Mirat-i-Ahmadi or History o£

Gujrat written in 1748 by Muhammad All Khan, the diwan of

the provirce. The author has given full copies of as many of the

iva^exi^Xfarmans addressed to the officials of this province as were

preserved in his office. In this respect the book is a veritable

mine of accurate information based upon authentic State papers.
A comparison with the versions of a few of ihQ^e farmans given in

other works proves the honesty and industry of Muhammad Ali

Khan.

This book has been lithographed at Bombay by a man who
wrote a beautiful hand, no doubt, but whose knowledge of Persian

historical prose was limited. He has left several gaps in the text,

reproduced the mistakes of the original copy without eorrectionj and
written the obscure words without any attempt to make them

intelligible;
—

evidently he himself did not understand them. A
correct and reliable old MS. of this work, if discovered, would

greatly add to our knowledge exactly where we are most in need

of light.

§ 10. Manual of 0£icers' Duties.

A secondary source of information on the Mughal administra-

tion is a curious Persian mamiscript, written not later than tho

early 18th century, which I secured from an old Kayastha family
of the Patna district. It is a small book, 138 pages of 11 lines

each, with the beginning, end and two leaves in the middle missing.
I shall call it the Manual of the Duties of Officers,

We know that Egypt under Arab rule produced a number of

works written by officials which are of the highest value to a

student of administration.
** Musabbihi gives a wealth of official

documents The very ipinute descriptions of etiquette at the

Fatimid Court in Ibn Tuwair seem to be copied from a book of

Court ceremonial. Ibn Mammati gives from personal knowledge
rules for the diwans, and later al-^Omari a chancery-manual, the

most perfect work on the latter's model being Kalkashandi's

Pinally writers like Ibn Dukmak and Ibn Dji'an use or reproduce

bodily records of official surveys.''
—

[Encycloposdia of Islam, ii. 22.]

My last-named MS. gives minute directions as to how the

different officials of the Mughal government should conduct them-

selves, what functions they were expected to discharge, what

precautious they should take, and what records they should draw

up or keep in duplicate. It is in the form of a dialogue. Each
section begins witu the statement (hat an aspirant for some office
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(let us call It fauzdari), asks an expert in the wark *' How
should I act in order to satisfy mj master, please the people, arrd

secure a <^ood name and prosperity for myself t" He receives a

reply giving a long list of the special virtues that the newly
appointed functionary must practise, the exact nature of his office-

work, his temptations and dangers. A part of the reply is, no

doubt, abstract or general good oouusel, but much of it is based on

actual experience and the long observed practice of the Mughal
administrators. Here we get an inside view of that administration

which mere theoretical treatises cannot give us.

The information supplied by these sources can be supplemented
from the long Court annals of the Mughal Emperors beginning
with the Akharnamah of the 16th century and ending with the

Bahadur Shah-namah of 1709. But the information on changes
and innovations in the administrative rules or procedure given in

them is diffused over a vast area, and it takes a life's study through
these long annals to pick the necessary facts out, piece them

together and reconstruct the history of the^rot^^Aof the administra-

tion through the course of two centuries. I have collected together
«uch scattered information for a half century only, namely the

reign of Aurangzib.

Certain other MSS. (such as the Nigarnatnak-i'Munshi »nd
the Imha-i-Ilarhiran) give blank forms of the letters- pat<;nt

appointing diwans, bakhshis, amins and most other officers to their

posts. From the^e we can learn the nature of the work they were

expected to do.
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LECTURE III.

The Treasary and Household Departments.

§ 1. Diwan or Chanceliar of the Exchequer;

The Exchequer was presided over by the High Chancellor

{Biwan-i-ala), who bore the courtesy title of wazir, and had two
assistants called the Diwan-i-tan (or Diwan of Salaries) and the

Diwctfi'i'lchalsa (or Diwan of Crownlands.)

The term diwan has been derived by orientalists from a

hypothetical Iranian word diwan, connected with dabir, meaning
'writer^,

—
(like the Turkish official title hitikchi which means

^writer/) The first use of the word diwan was in the sense of the

public registers of receipts and expenditure kept in Greek (in Syria
and Egypt) and in Pahlavi (in Persia) in the early years of Arab

conquest. The name next passed to the officers of the Treasury
and thence extended to the government of the Abbasid Khalifs, and
in Saladin^s time to the Khalif himself. {Encyclopadia of Islam,

i., 1979.)

"We can get a clear general idea of the High Dlwan's posltionl
and duties if we bear the following facts in our mind :

\^
(a) He was the intermediary between the Emperor and the

rest of the official world.

{h) Practically all official records (except those of a technical

character or containing minute details) had to be sent

to his office for his inspection and storage under his

control. His was the Public Records Office.

{c) Abstracts of all transactions and payments in all depart-
ments (except the smallest) had to be inspected
and criticised by him.

{d) No order for appointment (except that of menials, work-
men and privates in the army), promotion or largij

payment could have effect without his written saLC-

tion.

(e) He kept in his own hands the threads of the revenue

collection and expenditure in all parts of the erapir.:}

and often in great detail, and the Emperor kept hig

finger on the pulse of State finance by means of tho

abstracts which the diwan had to submit to hiiu

almost daily, and also by frequently askiug him to

read the details out.
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{/) Within certain limits he was given full discretion as to ^
what matters he should report to the Emperor and
take his orders on them, and what matters not.

{g) He was the embodiment of the Government on the

administrative side and had to give formal leave

(rukhsat) to all high officers on their appointment,
charge them solemnly with their duties, and receive

regular reports from them on the state of their

provinces.

(A) The provincial diwanswere constantly and minutely
controlled and guided by him from the imperial
Court. Revenue was his own special department,
and these dlwans and their underlings stood in

direct contact with him.

(*')
His seal and signature were necessary for the validation /

;

of most papers (including copies of the Emperor's
writings or reports of his verbal orders) and the

authentication of the true copies of nearly all official

documents.

§ 2. Becordi that had to reach the Diwan's office,

Eunds (tahvih) the records of which must go to the office of

the diwan :

I. Those whose stdhd and dwdrija* alike are sent to the
diwan's office :

The funds of—

1. Servants (ithd^; or ibttd^=: s^le)

2. Ahadis (gentlemen troopers)

.3. Rewards (ind'm)

4. Cash inside the mahal (female apartments)

5. The deer-park

6. Recovery of aids or advances to officers {baz-ydft-i'

musd^iddt)

7. Arrears (baqd^d)

•S»<f7»a—The daily ledger or account book of the receipts and disbursemomts

ppecifying all sums received, whether regular or niiscellaneous, and all item a

of diBburBemont, wliether customary or incidental.

Avfdrija—AvL abstract account of receipts and dlBbursencnts ; a rough note-book
Wilson's Qlossary, 4bl unJ 40.J
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8. Fines

9. Total expenditure {Marck-t-kul)

10. Cattle food (^kurdk-i-dawdh)

11. Menial servants {shagird-pesha)

12. [Not read clearly.]

13. Substitute for jagir (\%fuz'i-jdgir)

14). The Lady Begams

15. House-rent (Hrdyd)

16. Nim^goskt and pdo-goskt

17. "Ready-money (mahlaghi)

18. Advances (musdHdat)

19. Nazar to the Emperor

20. [Not read]

21. Damage to crops (pdimal-i-zafd'at)

^2. The servants {khadiman) of the mahal (i.e., harem)

II. Those funds whose sidhd is not sent, but only the dwdrija
to the Diwan's office :

1. The butler^s department {dbddrkhdnnJi)

2. Articles in the Octagonal tower (of Agra fort)

5. Ashah-i-mahlagU,

4. [Text illegible]

5. Ewer-holder's department {dftdhcki-hhdnah)

6. Blacksmith's department

7. Cook's department, with four branches

8. Bedding (hasta khdnah)

9. Betel-leaf department,—-(fl) betel-ieaf and (5) ?©ssel

for the same

10. Bhanda-khdnah

11. [Text illegible]

12. China-ware department
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13. CharandhaTikhdnah (?) t

14. Leather goods department

15. Chapel {jd-namdz khdnah)

16. Butcher's department

17. Charkhi-JcJidnah'i (spindles)

18. Scents

19. Palace buildings

20. Fodder of oxen

21. Fodder of camels [text reads tigers]

22. Department for setting shells

{khatam bandi Jchanah)

23. Covers of trays of the food department

24. Balance room [dandi-khanah)

25. Cauldron department, copper vessels

26. Tray department

27. Gold embroidery department

28. Saddle department

29. [Text illegible]

30. Sukh'sajya^

31. Trappings {rakhtoiii) department with four bran-
ches— {a) trappings for leopards, (b) for ele-

phants, (c) for /laveli and {d) for bdrish-khdnafi

(monsoon house)

32. Lamps of the light department

33. Skarbat khdnaJi.

34. Sandalwood-ware department.

35. Plate and saucers, consisting of (a) goldwarc, (b)

silverware, (<?) damascened-ware, and {d) Kaf'
kardqi.

+ Ch.aT'hain,iar--vk servant accompanying a cargo of goods ; a supercargo
(Wilson, 103.)

*
SMt?i-«iji/a is a Sanskrit word meaning

"'
ooay bed'. Iho*, Ain-i-Alihari (\i

122) dcscribca a «u^A.-osan (oc cosy Utter) used by the rich mcu of Bengal intra
Tolliug.
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36. [Text doubtful, 'either the fooH or the giltware de-

partment]

37. Standard and arms department,
^—the cash oE the

branches of {a) standards, (6) swords, {c) ?

and
{(l) spears.

38. Library

39. Gongs {gharidli )

40. Torches

41. Earthen pots

42. Fruits

43. Saddnand \janja or any other speci<il intoxicant]

44. Pictures

45. Silverware

46. Food of the [hunting] leopards. [Z. 13^—14^].

§ 3. Individual diwans' modes of tranmcting business.

We can get a clear idea of the High Diwan's office-work

and method of transacting business from the recorded practice of

gome of the famous diwans of the middle of the 17th century.

(D. lOlfl—102a.) Sadullah Khan (the famous wazir of Shah

Jahan) used to proceed in the following way ;
—

First he read the letters received and replied to them. Then
he selected the applications of the tankha department which were
fit to be accepted, and submitted them to the Emperor with
reasons for their acceptance, after signing his name at the bottom.

Next, the papers of the department of rent-free land grant (ai?na)
were signed. Thereafter the abstract memos {yaddasht) of the
amines office were signed ,,by him. Finally he gave a hearing to

the plaintiffs. Before leaving office he used to listen to the

agents (of the princes, governors ^and other nobles) who pressed
their requests.

The distribution-list of the chauki [i.e., mounting guard
round the palace on different nights by different nobles), was
B igned by him in the morning before all other work.

Ho used to draft the royal letters in private, but urgent ones

were composed by him in his office room.
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Jafar Khan's office-procedure was the following :
—First he

drafted the farmans and urgent letters. Then he read the papers
of the tankha office, apphcations (arzi) and orders {parwdnaks.)
Next he immediately took into consideration any paper of the

.KhaUa department, or any naqdi or ahstract-memo, etc., that any
one submitted to him, disposed of it, and applied himself to other

business.

Between the death of Sadullah Khan (7th April, 1656, O.S,) ,

und the installation of Mir Jumla as his successor (July, 1656),

Baja Raghunath iwas the acting diwan. He used to conduct

the work of the Exchequer thus :
—

He reported to the Emperor the purport of the petitions

received, in the same manner as the High Diwan, and then placed
the papers before His Majesty. After drafting the royal letters

(farmans) he submitted them to the Emperor, after whose ap-

proval they were written out fair. On the attested copies [tai-

diqdt) of the letters (risdlah) of the [provincial ?] diwan,—
according to which the abstract memo was drawn up,

—he used

to write,
'

Incorporate with tha report of events (wdqia.)' On
the abstract-memos of the waqia he wrote '

Bring to His

Majesty's ears a second time (arz-i-mu^arrar, for confirmation)
and compare with original waqia.

'

On the abstracts of waqia,
—

according to ''which the /armdns
were written,

—he wrote * Write an imperial farman [on the sub-

ject.]
' He put his signature on the sid%a of jagirs and the daul*

of cash tankha, on the settlements of accounts (muhdsibat) y on the

parwanahs of all offices, on the attested copies of the aima of the

Crownland office, on the letters (arzi) from the treasuries, on the

permits (dastah) for tankha in cash : and also affixed his seal to

the last-mentioned papers.

His seal was impressed on the rooms of the Public Treasury
and the bags of money [in them], on the abstracts of the reports

(waqia), on the acknowledgments (qahz) of the monthly salary
of the ahadts barqandazes and menial servants, on the sheets of

the reports from the provinces which the news-letter-reader at the

imperial Court after reading them to His Majesty used to send

to the imperial Record Office, on the slips (7iusk^ia)1i of the pro-
vinces sent by the [provincial] diwan or other officers.

* PauZ—an estimato of the amount of revenue which a district or estato mfty
be oxpoctcd to yield ; valuation, (Wilson, 129.)

t tfuskha'-o. copy, a apocimon or draught of a writing etc. (Wilson, 381.)
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On farmdftg he wrote
' Eater in the book '

(sahai numaid.)

§ 4. Duties of the Diwan of Crown lands.

So much for the High Diwan. The duties of the Diwan of

Crownlands {khalsa) were the following [D. 87 5; Z. 80 b] :
—

The posting of the subahdars, faujdars, amins, diwani officers,

kroris,* and daroghas of the provinces,
—of the amins, mushrifs and

tahvildars of mahals,—of the fotahdars, clerks of issue {har-dmad'

navisdn)y daroghas, amins, mushrifs and khazanchis of [provincial]

treasuries,
—of the sazawals of papers,

—the amins and kroris of

arrears,
—the collectors of the miitdUbi (recovery of loans or ad-

vances made by Government) and [the dues from] the zamin-
dars.

On parwanahs the High Diwan should write '
correct

'

{sad)
and the Diwan of Khalsa should write

' seen
'

{muldhiza skud)t

Among the duties of the Diwan of Khalsa were to answer the

inquiries of the lower officials (' aindl) ; to issue letters-patent

{satiad) for services ; to issue orders (parwanahs) on the parganahs

assigning the cash salary [tankhd) of the Emperor's sons and

grandsons, according to the davbl prepared by the cash department
[of the Treasury] ;

—also parwanahs for the recovery of Govern-
ment advances, for the payment of the fixed salaries of the ser-

vants (dhal'i'hkidmat) J
the customary commission of the fotah-

dars, and the collection fee of the kroris ;
—

parwanahs on com-

plaints,
—for the attachment [of property or crops] for unpaid

arrears,
—for calling np money from the [subordinate] treasurie?,

—
for cash assignment in payment of things ordered to be manufac-
tured [for the State, farmdish'] and whatever is ordered on the

provinces and troops,
—for investigating any matter reported in the

news letters;
—to write letters by order {/msb-ul-hu^m) on any

subject as desired by the Emperor ;
—to issue permits (dsista )

addressed to the clerks (mutasaddi) of the treasuries about the

fixed tanhha which might be ordered to be paid out oi the Public

Treasury (t.e.. the Central Treasury ?),
—

permits addressed to the

khazanchis abont the tanhha that may be ordered on [sub] trea-

suries and the troops,
—

passports for roads, passes for workmen.

*Krori—ihQ collector of areventie area yielding one Tcror of dam i.e., 2| lakhs
of rupees. The office was instituted by Akbar, but the jurisdiction of a fcrtjri Boon
lost all relation to the above amount of revenue.

MusArif—an examiner (of accounts), i.e., auditor ; an officer of the treasury
who authenticates accounts and documents. (Wilson, 358.)

Fotahd%r—a cash-keeper, a money changer, an officer in public establishmenta
for weighing money and bullion, and examining and valuing coins. (Wilson, 160.)

Sazawal—a bailiff or agent appointed to compel payment or attendance
; an

officer specially appointed to take charge of and collect the revenue of an estate from
the maoagement oi which the owner or farmer haa been removed, (Wilson, 473.;
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The Dlwan oE Khaisa was leffc free to report to tlie EmpeTor
the summary of the despatches of the lower diwani officers at his

discretion, and to reply to those that required reply. The other

despatches were to be initialled by him without reporting to the

Emperor.

Then we have lists of the papers which had to be read to the

Emperor by this Diwan and of those that had to be merely
initialled by him without submission to hh master. Even in the
case of the former class, the Diwan could withhold unimportant
papers if he thought fit. He had also to report to His Majesty
the cash balances of the treasuries very [frequently and the doing
of the zamindars.

All parwanahs for cash payment in the imperial Household

department were issued by the Khan-i-saman, and the Diwan

iLerely endorsed them.

The Diwan of Khaisa had to endorse the security-bond

(tamassuh-i-zclinini) of the workmen and for the repayment of

State loans (mutdliha) , and the indemnity-bonds {?nuchil^a)

signed by certain officers binding themselves to carry out certain

sptcified tasks on pain of fine.

Reports from the fotahdars and khazanchis of the parganah
and provinces stating the amounts they had recovered from the
loans or advances made by Government, [had {to be read by the

Diwan of Khaisa.]

The High Diwan should write 'sanctioned' {manziir shud)
and the Diwan of Khaisa '

seen
' on the badar'Uavisi* of the

amlas in ihe Khaisa office.

The High Diwan should write
'
entrust to such and such

a fund '

[tahvil-i-falan numdid) on the audit-reports that are

brought [to him] for signature by the mustaufis, viz., the mustau-

fis of revenue [or of the amlas, variant], the mustaufi of rds-ul-mdl

(
= tradinfg stock or the original prices of articles), the mustaufi of

treasuries, the muetaufis of arrear.-;, the mustaufi of dmvdl [attached

property of officers who died indebted to Government], and the

mustaufi of jatiya,. He should also sign the attestation copy of

the fixed salaries of workmen.

* BdSar-navisi—writing ofi items of an accouut which are objectionable or
excefisive audit of au account. (Wilaju, 43.)

Ifttsfatz/i—an examiner or auditor of accounts, the principal oflBcer of .the do-

partment in wliich the accounts of cx-coliectors or farmers of the revenue were
txamined. {Hid, 358.)
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The Hi^h Diwan should sign the sheets of the abstracts

{zimn)
* of imperial farmans and the Diwan of Khalsa should

sign the sheets of the abstract of Diwaui, faujdari and amini
works {khidmdt)*

The siaha of ahkam (imperial orders in writing) should be
Bent directly to the offices of the High Bakhshis and the
Khan-i-saman.

The duties of the Diwan of Khalsa include—investigating
into the notes {nuskJia) of the revenue department,

—correction

of the tumar-i-jama (record of total standard assessment) of the

Crownlands, estimating {bardwardjn) the expenditure of the

tioops accompanying the Emperor.

The facts about dismissed officers, compiled from the office

records should be initialled by the High Diwan. An attested

copy of it should be sent to the officer concerned and the siaha

to the offices of the High Bakhshi, etc.

The Diwan of Khalsa drew up the statement of the in-

come and disbursement of the imperial camp and of all the

Bubahs, and kept the records of the tankha i allowance) of the

Begams and lists of the mahals (villages) of the Grownlands^
workmen and annual lists (?-statistical abstracts ?)

The High Diwan^s office kept copies of all sheets signed

by the Emperor.

Then we have a long list of the papers which the Diwan
of iKhalsa had to secure from difEerent classes of official?, such
as revenue officers, amins, krorls, collectors of soir mahals, clerks

of the treasuries, as well as reports of pdndit-k/idnahf etc.

§ 5. Duties of the Diwan of Tankha.

The Diwan-i'tan dealt with the following matters [Z. 345—bSa; D. 89 5—90
b']

:

(A) Requiring submission to the Emperor :

Whatever appertained to the subjects of jagirs and cash

tankka.

Facts relating to zamindars,

Dnul of the jagirs of subahdars.

* ZimTt—the endorsement of a graut giving an abstract of its contents.

Formerly the words zimn navisand, 'let them write the abstract' were inscribed

on a sanad granting an assignment of revenue, which served as authority
for the sabordinate officers to make out the particulars of the grant. [Wil8<)»,

567.]
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RecorJs of arrears.

Awdrija of the parganabs.

TaxLJih of jagirdars.

Ranks of the mansabiars.

(B) Orders [partodnahs) relating to the granting-

(lanJchu) of jagir, cash salary, fixed salaries of

workmen and the people of the tahvtls^
—on

complaints and investigation of the sheets of

news-letters,
—orders for the attachment of jagirs

[in the case of officers who] have been trans-

ferred from a parganah,
—orders for the recovery

of advances made to mansabdars.

(C) Sheets to be signed
—the uaha of jagirs, the grant

of aid {muui'idat,)s\ieiei^ of the demand for the
restitution of advances, questions.

(D) Permits (dastaks) for grant {(ank\a) of cash and

grant of aid.

(E) After the Emperor had signed the tumars of arrears-

and of officers entitled to pay (talbddr)^ the

High Diwan should copy the Emperor's words

(i. e., writing) ou these papers, and sign them.

Imperial orders in writing (akkdi)i) should be

sent immediately to the offices of the Bakhshi
and others. The Diwan should sign the

audit -reports [or settlements of accounts] sub-

mitted by the various mustaufis.

The datil of cash payment should be signed by the

Diwan-i-tan. On the sheets of
*

branding and
verilioation of cavalary

'
he should write ' sanc-

tioned.''

On the abstract-memos of the salaries of workmen
he should write 'From such a date in such a year

pay cashtankha.'

Oa the memos of the mansabdars and others [he should

write] 'Bring to the Emperor's notice a second

time, for confirmation and truly compare [with
the original.]'

(F) Aima and other things
—farmans, memos, parwa-

nahs for grant of help to living (madad-i-mash).

Keep the news-letters of the provinces etc., in

[your] office.
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(G) The writing oGSce—farmins ia terms of tli3 Em-

peror's dictation,—^parwanahs 'by order^ [hish-

ul-hukm) .

§ 6. Duties of Ike High Steward.

The Khd»'i-sdmdn or High Steward, as I have already

pointed out, \ras the second his^hest officer in the realm and
stood immediately below the Diwan. He has been well des-

cribed as '^

really the diwan of expenditure '\ [Manual, 15.]

He is thus instructed about his work, (Manual, 15—19) :
—

'Take over the cash balanc? and collected articles In the
Hous3hold Department, which are kept under the seals of the

late Khan-i-saman at the time of his vacating his office and the

seals of the mushrif and tahvildar; satisfy yourself that the

stock agraes with the records, or else call upon them to make
the deficit good.

"Keep with yourself one set of the records of expendi-
ture per annum arranged under the heads of the different

kar^hanahs [i.e., stores and State factories). Find out how many
kliilats (robes) are there in the khilat-khanak and so on in

every karkhana. If the requisite stores fire wanting, write out

a statement of the expenditure {saranjdm) necessary for supply-

ing the want, apply to the proper authority, take from him
a tankJia on the diwan for the saranjam and make the things.

"In order that the Khan-i-saman ma,y be In a position to

supply all articles that may be required, it is his business to buy
them with Government money or on credit from traders, and

keep them ready and deliver them to Government at need
at the market price. If he is a rich man himself, he ought
to buy and stock the things, so that he may not have to beg of

others at the time of need, but issue them after valuation at

the market rate. Thus his master will have no occasion to be

displeased at delay in supplying. If the Khan-i-aaraan sup-

plies his own things at the market rate, most probably Govern-
ment will make a saving by the transaetiou; but the clerks of

the Government will allege that he is selling things to State

at profit ; therefore he ought to ask the Emperor beforehand
to advance him money to buy everything and stock it for supply
when needed.

^' Old and secondhand stores should be sold to the array,
after taking permission [of the Emperor] and learning their

current prices from a mttqim [broker or appraiser.] Keep the

price-list, signed by the tmg^m, with yourself [for your defence.]
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"
Buy beautiful things which are likely to prove agreeablff

[to the Emperor] and keep them [for presentation on suitable

occasions.] On the two Ich and other festive occasions, keep the

robes [of honour] and other customary official gifts ready [for

issue] a month or two before the dates, so that you may not have
to plead inability to supply when they are needed.

"Treat well and attach to yourself by the ties of gratitude
artisans like goldsmiths, enamellers, die-carvers [for coins], net-

weavers, plain-workers on metal [sddah hbr^ a class of goldsmiths] ^

etc.. etc.
"

The duties of of a Khan-i-saman are thus enumerated in the

Doatur :
—
(1) Attestation [of the salary-bills] of the workmen and

menials from the monthly, yearly and daily rolls

[of attendance] of those newly appointed as well

as increment [in the salary] of the old ones.

(2) First appointment, dismissal and posting of darogJiaa,

amins, mushrifs, and tahvildars [of the various

(3) Laying down rules for the work of the karkhanahi
and treasuries [of the Household department.]

(4) [Writing] slips for hire and wages of labour.

(5) Replying to the prayers of the managers of the

karkhanahs.

(6) Issuing permits for reward and (?) for taking

possession of houses. [Doubtful.]

(7) Inspection of the half-meat and quarter-meat

[dishes.]

(8) Taking bonds for money security from the meniala

and managers [of kdrkhanahs.']

(9) Considering applications from the workshops and
stores.

(10) Taking care of the oiazar; charity-fund, and presents.

(11) Fixing the daily rations of cattle.

(12) Permits for the loan of articles from the JcarJchanahs,

(13) Permits for the distribution of food (increase or

decrease) and the letters of order (dhkdm),
—•

except the letters of the female apartments.
These were to be signed first by the Khan-i-samau
and then by the Bayutat.
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{\i) Reply to the final presentation of accounts

[muhdsibde) concerning the recovery of State

advances [mutdlibdt.)

(15) Escheat of property. If the order is to restore [to
the officer under audit] , then send a copy of the

order to the office [of the Diwan ?], so that his

tankha may be paid according to it,

(16) Things ordered {farmdish) by the Emperor from
the provinces.

(17) Taking the income from the gardens and the rent

from the shops and residential houses .[belonging
to the State.]

(18) Long sheets of letters from the hirkhanahs,

(19) The daily accounts 2inAawarijah of the subahsas well

as the awarijah of the imperial camp are to be

sealed without change,

(20) Initial the petitions from the officers asking for

advances and the granting of residences to alight
in, etc.

(•21) Attestation of the attendance of the daroghas, amins,
mushrifs and tahvildars of karkhanahs.

(2*2) Appraising the different articles oipesJikasJi (tribute,
and present) and dmiidl (escheated personal pro-

perty of dead mansabdars).

(23) Attestation of the cash reward which appertains to

the commander of the squadron {Sdhib-i-risdlah) ?

(24) Distribution of porters among the different kxrkhd-

(25) Arrangements for the marriages of the princes.

(26) The tumars (registers) of the cash realization of the

amounts due on audit [muhdsihdf]^ should be sent

by the auditors to the office of the Khan-i-saman

and a copy of them should be given to the office

of the Bayutat,

(27) Plans of lodgings and buildings [intended to be

constructed for the State ?]

[Z. 20a~-21/5 ; D. 83«—84a.]
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§7. Duties of the Bayu'ai.

The Bayutdt.
—This name is derived from the Arabic word

haiti meaning
' house \ In Mughal India it was the title of an

officer who registered the property of deceased persons^ in order to

secure the payment of the dues of the State as well as to safe-

guard the property for the heirs of the deceased. In addition, he

was in some reBp3cts an understudy of the Khan-i- aman, as the

following list of his duties [Z. 2U ; D. vS4a] will show :
—

(1) To allot money to the various funds or cash balances

out of the general treasury of expenditure and

karkhanahs.

(2) To escheat the property of deceased nobles in co-

operation with the Khan-i-saman.

(8) To make provision I(5ar<x«/<t/7i; for the karkhanahs.

(4) [To fix] the prices of articLs.

(5) Estimating the [necessary] treasury of the kar-

khanahs. Send the estimate of the monthly
expenditure to the Diwan's office.

(6) Daily accounts of the karkhanahs accompanying the

Emperor during his marches.

(7) Holding receipts {qabuz) in tru t.

(8) The Bayutat should write the date on the descrip-
tive rolls (ckihra) of the menials.

(9) On the report of branding of cattle, he should write
*'
Brouirht to the brandins:.

"

(10) [Rejection or sale of] old articles in the karkhanahs

according to
"

of the latter.

accordinof to the suggestions received from each

(11) Fixing residences for the cattle.

(12) Siaha of tankha from the expenditure treasury.
The advance to the menials barqandazes and
cattle should be made by the bayutat himself.

(13) The slips [chitht] granting articles \jins wa djnds]
should be kept in the otiice of the bayu-'at.

(14) The rooms of the karkhanahs should be soaled with

the bayutat' s seal,

(15) Griit [to] jetty officials for food store {zakhira.']
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(1 0) Assessment of the prices of the things In the ' sale
•'

department, and [keeping] the cash under the

seal of tha bayutat.

(17) The requisitions of the karkhanahs to be signed first

by the bayutat and then by the Khan-i-saman.

(18) The sidka of the expenditure and the summary
grant [sardsari tankhd) for food to the cattle

should go to the bayutafs office, and thereafter

be signed by the Khan-i-saman,
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LECTURE IV.

Provincial Administration.

§ 1. Official dislike of village life and indijfferenee to village
interests.

The administrative agency in the provinces of the Mnghat
Empire was an exact miniature of that of the Central Government.
There were the governor (officially styled the ndzim and popularly
called the subahddr ), the diwdn, the lakhshiy the qazi, the sadij
and the censor ;

but no Khan-i'saman and no bayutat. These pro-
vincial bakhshis were really officers attached to the contingents that

accompanied the different subahdars rather than officers of the
subahs as geographical units. The practical effect, however, was
the same.

The administration was concentrated in the provincial capital.
It was city-government, not in the (J peek sense of the term, but
rather as a government living and working in cities and mainly
concerning itself with the inhabitants of the cities and their im-
mediate neighbourhood. The Mughals— after due allowance

has been made for their love of hunting and laying out pleasure

gardens and their frequent marches,— were essentially an urban

people in India, and so were their courtiers, officials, and generally

speaking the upper and middle classes of the Muhammadan popula-
tion here. The villages were neglected and despitrcd, and village-
life was dreaded by them as a punishment. No doubt, the villages
were the places from which their food and income came

; but that

was their only connection with them. Life in a village was as

intolerable to them as residence on ' the Getic and Sarmatian shores'

away from * the seat of empire and of the gods
' was to a cultured

poet of imperial Kome. This feeling comes out very clearly in a,

Persian couplet :

Z&gTi dum swishahar wa sar swi-dek

Dum-i'dn Zdgh az sar4-u leh.*

The tail of a crow was tamed towards the city and its head towards
the village ;

Surely, the tail here was better than the head ! 'better', i.e.,.

nobler or happier.

The provincial Government kept touch with the villages by
means of (1) the faujdars posted to the subdivisions, who almost

always lived in the lesser towns, (2) the lower officials of the^

* Hamidttdditt'i Ahham-ir Alamgiri, p. 83 of ths text ai published hj nM.
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revenue department, who did the actual collection from the pea-

santry, (8) the visits of the zair.iudars to the subahdar's court, and

(4?) the tours of the subahdar. The contact, however, was not

very intimate, and the villagers, as I have remarked in the first

ieeture, were left pretty much to their own devices, uninfluenced by
and indifferent to the Government at the chief town of the pro-

vince, so long as they paid the land-tax and did not disturb the

peace.

§ 2. The Suhahclar and his duties.

The terra Subahdar comes from the Arabic word suh meaning
direction or ])oint of the compass. In very early times the provin-
ces into which every large kingdom was necessarily divided, were

named in accordance with their bearings towards the capital,
—

such as the viceroyalty of the north, of the south, of the east and of

the west,
—In whichever of these directions there was enough terri-

tory to compose a separate province. Similarly, the provincial

governors of the Bahmani Empire were styled tarf-ddrs from the

word /«r/ meaning direction.

With the country covered by an immense number of small

geographical units, each occupied by a different tribe, and the

tribes often migrating from place to place, it was at first impossible
to give any single historical or tribal name to a province, which
was the aggregate of several such tribal settlements and socially
unconnected districts. It was more convenient to designate the

viceroyaltles as the northern, the southern, etc. Hence, the origin
of the terms subahdar and farfdar.

The subahdar was officially called the ndzim or regulator of the

province. Bis essential duties were to maintain order, to help the

smooth and successful collection of revenue and to execute the

royal decrees and regulations sent to him.

When a newly-appointed subahdar went to the High Diwan
to take his leave before setting out for his province, the Diwan
was to deliver the following charge to him :

^'

Experienced men have written concerning a subahdar's
work that he ought to keep all classes of men pleased by good
behaviour, and to see that the strong may not oppress the weak.

He should keep all oppressors down, etc.

'* A subahdar's recommendations about the mansabdars
under him are naturally valued and given effect to by his sove-

reign, and therefore the subahdar should take care to recommend

only worthy officials for promotion. He should punish rebellion
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zamlndars . and all lawless men, and every montli send two des-

patches to Court by dak ckauki reporting the occurrences of the

province.

'' He should never release robbers by taking anything from

them, because this practice amounts to
'

sowing the seed of oppres-
sion \ as other rich men, knowing that they can secure impunity
by giving bribes, will practise very great tyranny, so that it will,

in the end, be very difficult for you to control them."" [Manual,

11-12.]

A new viceroy is instructed about his work thus [Manual,
25-30} :--

" "When you are appointed, you should engage a good diwan,
—

a trustworthy and experinced man who has already done work in

the service of some high grandee,
—and a fnunshi (secretary) with

similar ability and experience. You should secure a trustworthy
mediator or friend (wasilah) at Court to report promptly to the

Emperor and take his orders on any affair of the province on which

you may write to His Majesty. To this mediator you will have to

give presents, for such is the usage of our times. When people
visit the tombs of dead saints, they offer flowers' and sweetmeats
for gaining their favours. How much more are presents neces-

sary for gaining the favour of living men !!

" Learn from the well-informed men of the province how

many of the zamindars require the display of force and the general
character of the peasants, and get an estimate as to the nnmber
of sehhandi troops [_i.e., irregulars employed to assist in revenue

collection, etc., somewhat like the armed police], necessary for

doing the work of control and administration (rabt and zaht.)
If you find your retainers {tahindn) and sehbandi insufficient

and in other matters also require the Emperor's sanction and

help, then make a petition and submit it through your mediator

at Court. If the Emperor grants the force that you consider

necessary for the efficient management of the subah, well and good.

Otherwise, if you think that you can govern the subah at your
own expense and recover your cost during your tenure of olEce

[from your salary and allowances] after getting the province
under control, then do it. If not, decline the post, for what can
a single trooper do ?

(i. e.j you are only one man, if your master
will not give you an adequate force.)

" When you start from the imperial capital to go to your
province after your appointment, enlist one-fourth of the number
of tahindn, (armed followers) sanctioned for you by Government;
they should b3 good soldiers, men of good families and experinced
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in war. Half-way to your subah enli&t onc-fourfch more, of the

same class as before. Take with yourself able and experienced
candidates fcr [civil] offices, telling them that their service would

begin from the day of your arrival at the frontier of your province.

Keep half of these [prospective officers] with yourself, and send
the other half of the iabindn already enlisted and present with

you, to the province to arrive there beiore you, telling them to

assemble the well-informed local men and learn from them the

character of every zamindar 2svA jdmdddr of the place, and report
to you their mutual relations and their conduct towards former

subahdars as regards the payment of revenue, and how much a

particular zamindar used to pay over and above the revenue.

When you are still a quarter of the way from your province, send
off expert troopers with your joan^a^/jfl^s calling upon the zamin-

dars to wait on you at an appointed place immediately after your
arrival.^

" When you reach the frontier of your subah, enlist the

candidates for office from that date, and treat them well, because

their first impressions will determine their future opinion of you
as a master.

"
Chastise the refractory zamlndars and the leaders of laws-

less men, so that others of the same class may take warning from
it and pay revenue [without trouble.]

"Then enter the fort.f Dismiss the troops that you find

unnecessary after making a survey of the situation. [Remember
that] it is difficult to pay the arrears of the salaries ol subordi-

nates. Tell the diwan to spend according to the income of the

province.

^

"
Encourage the ryots to extend the cultivation and carry on

agriculture with all their heart. Do not screw everything out of
them. Remember that the ryots are permanent {i. e., the only
permanent source of income to the State.) ConciUate the zamin-
dars with presents ; it is cheaper to keep them in hand thus than
to repress them with troops !

" Do not lay your hands on the villages of the Crownland
{Halm makals), as in that case you will provoke a quarrel with
the diwan of Khalsa, who will complain to the Emperor and you
will be called upon to explain your conduct.

*
E.g., the practice of the subahdar of OriPsa, as described by mo from his

letters, in my Studies in Mughal India, 206—214.

t The fort in the chiof town of the province was the subahdar's ofiSoial resi-
dence and court. He entered it for the first time with much ceremony, on an
auspicious day and hour chosen by his astrologers, for which the newly-arrived
subahdar had often to wait for weeks in a garden outside the city !
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'' Cherish the Shaikhs and qazis. As for the darvishes w ho
do not go to any one''s house [to beg alms] , inquire how they
are faring, and support them with cash and kind. Give alms to

faqirs and [ordinary] beggars. See that the strong may not

oppress the weak.''

Another of his duties was to collect the due tribute from
vassal princes close to his jurisdiction and to arrange for its safe

convoy to the imperial Court. (Studies in Mughal India , 215.)

§ 3. Duties of the provincial diwan.

The provincial Diwan was the second officer in the locality

and, as I have pointed out in my first lecture^ he was the rival

of the subahdar. The two had to keep a strict and jealous watch
on each other, thus continuing the earliest administrative policy
and traditions of the Arabs when they went forth after the

Prophet's death, conquering the world and establishing their new

government in the annexed lands.

The provincial diwan was selected by the imperial Diwan
and acted directly under his orders and in constant correspondence
with him. At the time of giving leave to a new diwan, the

High Diwan was to urge him to increase the cultivation and to

select honest men only for the post of amin. He was to report
to the High Diwan twice every month the occurrences of the

subah with a statement of the cash balance with him. The diwan
was specially urged to appoint as collectors [Jcroris and tahsildars)

practical men who were likely to induce the ryots to pay the

Government dae of their own accord, without the necessity of

resorting to harshness or chastisement. [Manuil, 12—13.]

The sanad or letter of appointment of a provincial diwan

charges him with his duties in the following words :
—

" Cause the extension of cultivation and habitation in the

villages. Watch over the imperial treasury, that nobody may
draw any money without due warrant. When due money is

paid into the treasury from the chests of the fotahdars and other

sources, give receipts {qabz-ul-ivasul) to their agents. See that no
official {' amil) exacts any forbidden cess [ahwab.)

" At the end of every agricultural season ascertain from the

original rough papers [i.e., first notes] the extortions and pecula-
tions of the amils, and recover for the imperial treasury whatever

may be due from them on this account. Report bad or dishonest

amils to Government [/.e., to the High Diwan] so thit better

men may be appointed to replace them.
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*^^

If any amil has let arrears [of revenue] accumulate for

many years, you should collect the due amount from the villages
in question by easy instalments at the rate of 5 per cent, every
season.

" The taqavi loan given last year by Government should be
realized in the first season of the present year. If they fail to

pay, or dehiy payment, Government will compel the diwan and
th« amin to make the amount good.

" Send the papers of your department to the imperial record
office according to the regulations/'*

§ 4. The faujdar and his functioni.

In the maintenance of peace and the discharge of executive

functions in general, the subahdar's assistants were the Faujdabs.
These officers were placed in charge of suitable &ubdivisions of the

province, provided that they were sufficiently civilized or important
on account of the presence of zamindars or large sources of Stale

revenue in them and also if they contained towns. Thus, among
the faujdaris of the subah of Bihar were (1) Palamau, (2)

Darbbanga or Tirhut, and (3) Hajipur. As for Monghyr and

Bhagalpur, I have found no precise mention of them as seats of

faujdars in the 17th century Persian records. In Bengal, Hughli,
Jessore, Gauhati, Sylhet, Medinipur, and probably also Ghoraghat
were among the faujdari divisions.

When a new faujdar was appointed he was given the

following advice as to his policy and conduct :
—

*' A faujdar should be brave and polite in dealing with his

soldiers. He should enlist in his contingent of armed retainers

only men of knovvn bravery and good family.

'' As soon as you reach the place of your service, find out the

people who knew the past administration of the locality, viz.j the

qanungoes and others, win their hearts, and learn from them
which of the troops quartered in your subdivision are inclined to

take advantage of their commander's weakness or the difficulties

of the administration and which of them are in secret league with
the lawless zamindars.

*^ Learn whether the local zamindars paid the revenue

regularly or displayed a defiant spirit in your predecessor's time.

In the case of zamindars who are not naturally disposed to be

submissive, first treat them well ; and if they do not respond by
• Some of theso regulations arc given in Aurangzib's farman to Raaik-das,

which I have tra&slatod into English in my Stvdin in Mughal India, 1&6—XS>7.
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offering obedience, then chastise them. When your own troops
are insufficient to crush such a refractory zamindar, set his

enemies up against him, make a grant of this zamindar^s lands to

his rival, and send your own troops to co-operate with those of

the rival in order to crush the rebel more easily.

"
Arrange with a trusty clerk of the imperial Court to receive

letters from you, and, on the basis of the information thug

supplied, to report on your affairs to the Court [evidently to the

High Diwan.]

'' Conciliate the local waqai^navis, sawanihnigar tmd harVaraTv

i.e., the official news-reporters and spies), in order that they may
always write their reports of occurrences in a manner loading to

your advancement.

'^
Keep up your practice in the exercise of all weapons of war,

in hunting [mimic war], and in riding horses, so as to keep

yourself in a fit condition and to be able to take the field promptly

[when called upon to march to a scene of disturbance.] Do

justice to the oppressed." [Manual, SS-S^.]

The faujdar's duties are fully enumerated in the following
sanad or letter-patent appointing him to his office :—

"
Destroy the forts of lawless men and rebel chiefs as the

[best] means of punishing them. Guard the roads, to protect the

revenue-payers. Assist and give [armed] support to the agents

(gumashtahs) of the jagirdars [in the case of military fiefs] and the

kroris [in the case of Crownlands] , at the time of collecting the

revenue.

" Forbid the blacksmiths to manufacture matchlocks. Urge
the thanahdars [men in command of the outposts or smaller areas

within a faujdari], whom you appoint under yourself, to take

complete possession of their charges, to abstain from dispossessing

people from their rightful property and from levying any forbid-

den cess {abwab).

" So long as the agent of the jagirdar or the amil of the

Crownlands does not give you a written requisition for military

aid, do not attack any village in your jurisdiction. After you
have received such a requisition [or rather complaint against a

defaulting and refractory village] , contrive to influence some of

the leading men of the village who are the sources of the trouble

and try to reform them, so that they may repent of their violence

and lawless conduct and incline to the payment of revenue and
the peaceful pursuit of agriculture. In case they reform them-

selves, take a deed of agreement [to such a course] from the'
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amil. If they refuse to reform, then chastise the evil men of the

village [i.e., the ringleaders], but do not molest the [ordinary]

peasants.
'^ Guard the roads^ cut the jungles, demolish the

[illegal] forts, etc.''^

In short, the fanjdar, as his name means, was only the '

commander of a military force stationed in the country to put
down smaller rebellions, disperse or arrest robber-gangs, take

cognizance of all violent crimes, and make demonstrations of force

to overawe opposition to the revenue authorities or the criminal

judge or the censor. [His functions are briefly described in Ain,
ii. 40—41.] y

§ 5. The kotwal and his duties.

In connef'tion with the public peace, we may most conveni-
•

ently discuss the kotwal and his functions here. He was

essentially an urban officer, being the chief of the city police.

The ideal Kotwal is described as a man who follows the

regulations in his outward actions and fears God inwardly. He
should attend when the sovereign or provincial viceroy holds a

court of justice or grants public audience. On taking over

charge, he should satisfy himself by a personal inspection that the

horse and foot attached to his post are really up to the fixed strength
and have their proper equipment, arms and stores, and that the

appurtenances of his office,
—such as long rods, chains and

quivers (? jauldna),
—are really of the number entered in the

official list. He should check the number of the persons in the

prison and ascertain [their] explanation [kaifiat) of the charges

against them. Then he should report to his official superior the

cases of those prisoners whom he considers innocent and secure

their liberation. In the case of the guilty persons who could pay,
he should take orders for exacting suitable fines from them and

then releasing them. In the case of penniless prisoners, the

kotwcKl should report and take action as commanded. A statement

of the cases of those deserving to be kept in prison should be

sent to the officers of Canon Law, and the orders passed by the

latter over their signatures should be carried out by the kotwal.

In the case of those deserving deabh, the kotwal should, through

proper officers, freely state their cases to the judge (in writing) on

the day of trial, receive the qazi's signed sentence of death, and

execute the sentence.

. Summoning the watchmen and sweepers, he should take

bonds from them that they should daily report to him the

occurrences of every mahalla (ward of the city) without

suppression or exaggeration. He should enlist a footman {piada)
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singly from each ward and post him there as a spy to report all

news, so that he may compare the reports from these two sources

and thus know the truth and do the needful in the case.

" Do justice th;it the people may liken you to a qazi in the

power of arriving at the truth of a case. On the public streets of

the cities^ post careful men to act as watchmen from sunset to

9 p.m. and 9 p.m. to dawn, to scrutinize the way-farere and arrest

those whom they consider to be thieves and evil-doers^ and bring
them to you.

*' At places of sale and purchase, at places of entertainment

{shd'Ii} where spectators assemble, keep watchmen to seize the

pickpockets and the snatchers-up of things and bring them to you
for punishment.

''

Summoning tha 'professional women/ dancing-girls, liquor-
sellers and vendors of intoxicants, take bonds from them that if

they do any forbidden act they would pay so much as fine. Fine
them if they break the bond. At midnight take horse with your
followers and patrol round the city and in the streets also. In the

lanes where you had previously sent your spies and they have found

dens of thieves, you should go in time and nip their mischievous

designs in the bud.

" Watch and guard the prisoners very carefully lest any of

them should escape."" (Manual, 65—69.)

The kctwal's functions are also minutely enumerated in the

Ain-i'Akbari (ii. 41—43.). But most of Akbar's regulations
which this officer is there directed to enforce were withdrawn after

the Emperor's death ; and the entire passage in the Ain also

seems to me to point out only the ideal for a kotwal and not to

represent the acual state of things. Only a perfect man can

satisfy what is demanded of the kotwal here. I, therefore, do
not attach any value to this source.

Manucci (ii. 420—421) gives a more valuable account of

the kotwal's work from actual observation.
" It is his business

to stop the distillation of spirits. He has to see that there were
no public women in the town, nor anything else forbidden by the

king [Aurangzib.] He obtains information about all that goes
in, so as to be able to send in his report [to the ruler.] For this

purpose there are throughout the Mughal Empire certain persons
known as haldl-khor [i.e., house scavengers.) These men are

under obligation to go twice a day to clean out every house, and

they tell the kotwal all that goes on He also has the duty
of arresting thieves and criminals. He is subordinate to the qazi.
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and receives orders from him.. .Under his orders there Is a consider-

able body of cavalry and a great number of foot soldiorsj for in

every v/ard there is a horseman and 20 to 30 foot-soldiers, who, in

a sort of way,
*'

go the rounds/" In a sanad of appointment
the Kotwal is urged to see that there may be no theft m his city
and that the people of the place may enjoy security and ply their

trade peacefully. He is to carry oat the q-^zi's written orders and
not to act at his own discretion in keeping men accused of pecula-
tion in prison or in releasing them. If there is a ferry at the city,
he should take care not to collect any toll on the ferries (as they
were abolished by th) Emperor), to prevent the boatmen from

charging more than the proper hire, and to stop lawless men and

oppressors from crossing the ferries.

There was a platform [chabutra] in front of the KotwaFs
office and bordering the public road, where malefactors were often

exhibited,

§ 6. News-reporters,

The agency by which the Central Government learnt the news
of the country consisted of (1) the waqai-tiavis, (2) the saioanih-

nigar, (3) the klivblia-navUj
—ail three of whom sent written

reports,
—and (4) the hdrkarah, literally meaning a courier, but

really a spy, who brought oral news, tijough vvrc have a few
mentions of letterj haviag been received from iha last-named.

The terms waqai-navis (sometimes written as lonqai-nigar also)

and sawani/i-niga'' mean the same thing, viz., a writer or surveyor
of occurrences. The only difference tiiat I can suggest between
them is that the waqat-navis was the more regular and public

reporter of the two, while the sawatiih-nigar was of the nature of

a special commissioner or reporter on important cases only. But
this explanation does not agree well with the Persian MS. that

I have named the Manual of Olficers' Duties. This much, how-

ever, is known that there was a ^.,v/^7^-/lat;i.s-attached to every field-

army, province and large town, and. a sciwaiii'i-nigar 2it^m(iis\ places
and times onlv. The latter was most probably a spy and check
on the former !

The wiqai-n-ivis attended when the provincial viceroy held

public court, and he recorded the occurrences then and there. The
contents of the news-letter drafted by this reporter were communi-
cated to the subahadar Ol', in the case of a field-army, to ihe general
in' command, before being de.-^pat>d;ed to the^ Emperor. Whether
the siwanih-nigar did the same thing, we do not know.

In the Manual, the nmqai-navis is charged to pend hi.-' reports

of occurreucjs oncj every week, and the saivanih-nigar eigh^ times
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in a month. The language implies that the latter officer reported
on the whole subah, while the former reported about a particular

locality only ; but this view is not tenable.

In the case of many of the provinces and all the minor armies,
the posts of laMskt and fffaqcti'tiavis were combined in the same

person.

The Mufia-navis or ' eecret writer ', was a most confidential

agent. He reported secretly on events without any communica-
tion with the local authorities, who often did not even know his

name. All people were in mortal dread of these secret intelli-

gencers, and their office is, I understand, still maintained in some
of our feudatory States.*

The news-letters (and in the case of the harkarahs the oral

communications) were sent to an officer of the Court named the

Darogha of Dak Chauki, i.e., Superintendent of Posts and Intelli-

gence, who handed them unopened to the wazir for submission to

the Emperor. These four classes of public intelligencers acted

under the orders of this JJarogha who was their official superior

^nd protector. Sometimes an irate governor would publicly
insult or beat the loc;al news-writer for a report against himself,
and then the Darogha would take up the cause of his subordinate

and get the offending governor punished. The head of the

Intellifrence Department enjoyed great inflaence and trust in the

reign of Anrangzib, who used to regard the spies as his eyes and
ears. Amusing examples of it are given in Hamiduddln's AhkarK-

*-AVamgiriy translated into English by me as Anecdotes of

Aurangztb. (See §§ 61, 62, 64 and 65.)

A newly-appointed waqai-navis is given the following shrewd
advice in the Manual, pages 49—53 :

—
"
Report the truth, lest the Emperor should learn the facts

from another source and punish you ! Your work is delicate : both

sides have to be served. Deep sagacity and consideration should

be employed so that * both the 8haikh and the Book may remain

in their proper places !

' In the wards of most of the hi>jh officers,

forbidden things are done. If you report them truly, the officers

will be disgraced. If you do not, you yourself will be undone.

Therefore, you phould tell the lord of the ward,
' In your ward

forbidden thint^s are taking place ; stop them/ If he gives a rude

reply, you should threaten tlie Kntwal of the ward by pointing out

tie misdeed. ') he lord of the ward will then know of it. Although
tlie evil has not yet boon removed from t'je ward, yet, if any one

* TLo s'^crot inloUigi-^nccr is now callod parchavjaJa, which, title mast not be
coutooiick'd with the pircha-navis dctc.ibed iu Manufti ['. C-ii.
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reports the matter to the Emperor, yon can easily defend yourself

by saying that jou have informed the maiter of the ward and
instructed the Kotwal.

'^ In every matter write the truth ; but avoid offending the

nobles. Write after carefully verifying your statements.

"
Waqai should be sent once a week, sawanih twice, and the

dkhhdr of harkarahs once[ ? a month] and the despatches in

cylinders [nalo) from the nazim and the diwan twice every

month, in addition to urgent matters (which were to be reported

immediately )'*
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LECTUHE V.

Taxation of land.

§ 1. Ckronic antagonism of the Indian feasa7it to the revenue

collector.

A careful student of Indian history is very much struck hy
the chronic antagonistn between the rent-payer and the rent-

receiver from very ancient times. European ti^a-vtrllers in India have
noticed how the ryofc was averse to pay even his legitimate rent and
that force had to be employed to get from him the dues of the State

\_Storia do Mogor, ii. 4-50.] On the other hand, in Sanskrit litera-

ture as well as Persian Court-annals we read how the "
kini,^^s

man^'—i.e., reverme officials and underlings,
—

preyed on the

peasantry, and in both aaes the sovereign is called upon to save

the ryots from such blood-suckers.

The Indian peasants' habitual reluctance to pay revenue was

partly due to the fact that he derived liltle benetit from the Go-
vernment in return for the revenue

;
but it was mainly because of

the uncertainty of that Government. I have explained already
how the State in Mughal India performed no socialistic duties,
but simply undertook to defend the country from invaders and
rebels. Even this work of national defence was badly done at

times, while the policing of the villages against thieves and robbers

"wss done by a village agency which was not remunerated out of

the revenue. Thus, the ryot received nothing visible in return for

which Government might fairly demand from him a share of the

fruits of his labour.

Secondly, changes of dynasty were so frequent, wars of succes-

sion within the same dynasty so much the rule rather than the

exception, and the invasion of neighbouring countries (in Sanskrit

digvijai/j in Persian mnlk-giri,) was so universally regarded as a

<]uty by Hindu Rajahs and Aluslim Sultans alike, that the peasant
in India seldom knew for certain to whom to pay the revenue, even
when he was willing to pay it. He naturally wanted to avoid

laving to pay the same money twice over. It was (he felt) wiser
to wait for some months or years, even at the risk of some beating
in the meantime, and see which side became firmly planted on the
throne and then pay the revenue to it. But the arrears of revenue
"which thus accumulated could never be paid in full after such long
delays, because ]::uch of the peasant's stock was eaten up by him
and much of it plundered during the unsettled state of the country.

?.Tany centuries of political insecurity and revoluton have left

in the mind of the Indian pcasint even of the 20th century, a
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subconscious but iugrained belief that wars of succession ar3 quite
in the nature of thini^s and that whenever the Goverament is

engaged in a war anywhere, a wise peasant ought to think twice
before paying the revenue due.

During the late war with Germany, several khasmihal ryofs
in Chittagong hesitated to pay their land-tax and told the Deputy
Collector,

'^ If the- Kohisur {i.e , Kainer) comes will he not ask for

our revenue over again ? Save us^ Sir, from the double payment/
'

I was in a North Bengal village at the time of the death of

King Edward VIT. The first questioa which the local ryots asked
me on hearing of His present Majesty^s succession was,

" Are not
Lis kinsmen disputing his accession to the throne ?

' We can

easily imagine the long ages of disorder and oppression that lie

behind this traditional belief among our villagers.

§ 2. Tlie peasant ever in arrears of payment.

Hence, the collection of the revenue was always the result of
a struggle between the njot and the sarkar, and the arrears were

seldom, if ever, cleared. The next logical step in this vicious circle

was for the Government collectors to exact from the ryot, under
the name of the never-to-be-extinguished arrears everything except
his bare subsistence. In most parts of Mughal India the ryot was

therefore, like the French peasantry in the reign of Louis XV,
trying to escape the unjust taille or the cottier peasantry of

Ireland who were ever in debt to their landlords.

There was this difference, however, that in i^re-British times

there was no eviction for default, no starvation of the peasantry

(except when there was a local famine, with no communication
with the more fruitful parts of the country.) In the early and
mediaeval times, the peasant was left in his holding and left with

enough to feed him (except when the entire harvest failed). The
old custom of payment by the division, of the crop (the batm

system) was an advantage to him, as the payment depended on the

actual harvest of the year, unlike the modern money rent which is

an amount hxed irrespective of the yield of different years. In
those days of constant war and disorder, the peasant was also

cherished and valued because his landlord had need for him as an

armed retainer. Indeed, competition for tenants among the

zamindars was the rule and the poorer peasants sometimes escaped
from one zamindari to another in the hope of getting rid of their

arrears with *he former and of faring better under a new landlord.

Cases of such fugitive ryots were very frequent in North Bengal

only forty years ago.
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§ 3. Illegal imposts on peasants condevmed hij
iJte C overnment

Head,

The natural tendency of the ryot to withhold or refuse the

payment of revenue and the failure of the State to f?ive him a

clean slate every three or five years by writing ofE his arrears, were

the chief causes of of trouble in the Mughal revenue department.
The evil was aggravated by the greed of the revenne underlings
and of some of the Emperors even. When I discuss the list of

ahwahs or unauthorized exactions from the people in Mughal times

you will perceive the wonderful fertility of the human invention

in devising means for squeezing money out of the people,
—at

birth, throughout life, and even after death. All these abwabs

were not directly paid by t:.e peasant ; several of them affected

the smaller dealers and towns people too. But as our popalation
is predominantly agricultural and most of the articles for sale

came from the land, the weight of the abwabs pressed most heavily
on the ryots.

It is only fair to add that in respect of the abwahs, there was
a clear conflict of policy betwen the better sort of Emperors on
the one hand and the revene collectors on the other. These

Emperors are for ever issuing orders to their oflicers to show

leniency and consideration to the peasants in collecting the reve-

nue, to give up all abwabs^ and to relieve local distress ; and the

revenue officers are as often squezing everything out of the pea-
sants except the barest subsistence. A solemn proclamation is

issued by one Emperor abolishing all abwabs and urging all his

officials,
''
at present and in future

''
to obey these instructions.

33ut these very abwabs crop up again and have to be abolished by
his successor with another proclamation, which has exactly the same

efficacy as the first. English readers will fined painful illustrations

of it in Thomas' Bevenue Bcsourees of the Mughal Umpire "pnh'
lished in 1871, which may be supplemented by my translation of

Aurangzib's Revenue Regulations published in the J. A. S B. in

1906,* and the list of abwabs abolished by Aurangzib in 167 '6,
as

given in this lecture.

The policy of the supreme head of the Mughal Government
not to commit any exaction on the ryot is manifest from the con-

temporary histories and letters, and can be proved to have been
a reality and not merely a pious wish. Several instances are

recorded in the reigns of Shah Jahan and Aurangzib in which harsh

and exacting revenue collectors and even provincial viceroys were
dismissed on the complaints of their subjects reaching the Empe-
ror's ears. A characteristic anecdote to the same effect is told in

India Office Libary Persian Manuscript No. 370, interleaf facing

Z Kepriuted in mj /Studies in Mughal India, IC9--197
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folio 68. It clearly illustrates Shah Jahan's eagerness to do

justice and even liberality to the peasantry^ and I shall narrate it

here.

" One day/' so runs the story,
" Shah Jahan was looking

through the revenue returns of his empire and discovered that in

a certain village the revenue for the present year was entered as

higher by a few thousands [dam ? ] than that of past years.

Immediately he ordered the High Diwan Sadullah Khan to be

brought to the Presence for explaining the difference. Sadullah
Khan was then sitting in his treasury with an open bundle of

revenue papers before him and his eyes dozing in consequence of

his daily and nightly attention to the business of his depart-
ment. The royal messeogers brought him to the Emperor in

exactly the same condition [and dress.] Shah Jahan asked him
for the cause of the increase in the assessment. After a local

inquiry it was found out that the river had recaded a little and
a new tract of land had risen above water-level, causing an addi-

tion to the area of the village and the income of the State. On the

Emperor asking whether the land in question was khalsa or aima,
a further inquiry was made and it was found to adjoin a piece of

rent-free grant of land (aima.) Then Shah Jahan cried out in

wrath,
* The water over that tract of land has dried in response to

the lamentations of the orphans, widows and poor [of the place] ;

it is a divine gift to them, and you have dared to appropriate it to

the State I ]f a desire to spare God's creation had not rettrained

me, I should have ordered the execution of that second Satan, the

oppressive faujdar [who has collected revenue from this new land.]
It will be enough punishment to dismiss him as a warning t>

others to refrain from such wicked acts of injustice. Order the

excess collection to be immediately refunded to the peasants
entitled to it.''

This anecdote may or may not have been true in every letfer

but it shows the atmospher.3 and the public belief in Shah Jahau's

kindness to his subjects.

§ 4<. Lower revenue officials were harsh and extortionate.

The lower officials of Mughal India were incurably corrupt,

while the highest were, on the whole, just and statesman like

except an occasional diwan who inflated the revenue demand on

jiaper and farmed the collection to the highest bidder with ruinous

consequences, as can be illustrate I from the revenue history of

Oris:a in the 17th century.
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The subahdar of Orissa wrote in 1062: ^' The mabals of

Crownland have been reduced to des;"»Ulion and their affairs have

fallen into confusion in consequence of the harsh assessment of an
nnreasooable amount of revenue and the neglect of details by tlie

[new] diwin, Muhammad Hashim. He transncts business in this

way : when a candidate for /crcri-sVip accepts the post, Hashitn

imposes on him the paper assessment of the parganah and sends

him there, before he can learn about the Tactual] yield of the

place. After a short time, another man is secured for the post,

and Hasbim Khan taking money for himself from this man,
dismisses the former krori^ appoints the second man and makes
liim promise a larger revenue than the first coUectcr had engaged
for. After a little time, a third man appears, offering a still higher
sum to the State, and he is sent as collector to the parganah !

...The Khin has thus increased the revenue [on piper] twofold

in some places and threefold in others, while the ryots, unable to

pay, have lied away and the vilUges have turmd into a wilder-

ness/' {^Stud'm in Mughal India, 223—224.]

The man was shortly afterwards removed from office.

The Emperor, the High Diwan, and even the subahdar may
have been just and kind in their treatment of the peasantry.

But the lower official or revenue midei ling w.is the man on the

spot, the person in direct relation with the ryots and thereforo

hia harshness and greed affected the ryots far more effectively

than the far-off Emperir's or Chancellor's kind intenti >ds and

benevobnt proclamations. This faot was well-knovvn in the

17th century.

The great and good Dlwan-i-ala, SaduUah Khan, used to

remark that a diw,:n who did not do justice t j the ryots was a

(lennn sitting with a pen and inkpot before him. The propriety
of this epigram will become clear when I tell you that in tho

Tersinn alphabet a is a long vertical line with a sharp downward

point like an Indian reod-pen, while the letter n is tormed by a

circle open at the top, just like an indigenous inkpot. The word

diw means * an evil spirit;' and htjnce ditoan can be analysed
into diw followed by a or a pen and n or an inkpot ! {Uaqaat-i-

Alamgiri^ Utter No. 15 k)

In fact, the cunning oF the local officials and the subor-

dinates of the revoniie department svas too much even for th&

lord of the Peacock Throne, and wj find more than 50 ahxaha

flourishing immediately alter the death of this very Shah
Jahau.
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§ 5. Why revenue officials exacted perquisiieS'

The exaction of perquisites and presents by the officials from

the subahdar downwards was one of the greatest evils of raedia)-

val administrations, in the East and the West alike. In the

Mnghal Empire the evil was aggravated by three other causes,

mz., (1) the custom of offering presents to the Emperor and the

princes by the higher officers and to the higher officers by the

lower, (3) the nominal salaries paid to the lavver officers, and (3)

the submissive, indifferent spirit of the people.

Immemorial custom and the prevalent notions of social

etiquette, as well as the more worldly motive of keeping one's

superiors in good humour, made it imperative for the subahdars

to offer rare or valuable presents to the l']raperor on his birth-

day, and als) at their visits to the Court. The High Chancellor also

had to be propitiated by similar means.

This pressure passed from the t ip to the bottom, though it

was unintentional and its real effects were not fully realized by
the head of the State. The Emperors, without meaning it,

squeezed the subahdars and the subahdars did so to the zamin-
dars ; the provincial diwan had to gratify the High Diwan and
therefore he had to squeeze the subordinate collectors of the

revenue
;
and these men at the bottom of the official ladder

squeezed the ryots.

This was quite distinct from giving bribes to cause a failure

of justice or to win a favour that was undeserved by the man
or injurious to the real interests of the State. Taking bribes was

recognized as a wicked and disgraceful thing even in Mughal
times, though it was extensively practised under the veil of

secrecy.

The low salaries paid by the Government had necessarily
to be supplemented by the clerks and other subordinates exacting
unauthorized fees from the men who had to do business with
them. It was called "the writer's fee''' /laqq-ttl-ta/iarir (or
tahariri as used in the law courts and some other offices here even

now.) In the Manual (page 72) the auditor {mushrif) is advised,
*'Take the writer's fee that the people pxy you willingly, for

how else can a man deserving Us. 50, but paid a salary of Ks. 20
a month contrive to live ?"

§ 6. The h'ori or collector of revenue of a district.

The actual revenue collector was the krori, so styled because
he was placed in charge oi a tract theoretically expected to yield
a revenue of one kror of dani; i,e,f 2|- lakhs of rupees. Tho
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arrangement was Akbar's (Ain, t. 13.). But the title of J^rori

was continued in later times irrespective of the amount of revenue
to be collected by this officer. It latterly meant simply

' a
collector of otate dues

' and we have a class of Icroris of ganj^ i,e.,

collectors of markets.

"The Zvort ought to entertain a body of militia {sehbandt)

proportionate to his jurisdiction and collect the reveuue without

negligence and at the right time. He should not demand
mahml (the State due in cash or kind) from places not yet
capable of paying, lest their ryots should run away. He should

urge his subordinates not to realize anything in excess of the

regulations, lest he should, in the end, be subjected to wdsildi

(examination of accounts with a view to detect peculation.)
He should be honest

''
(Manual, page 04.)

The duties and necessary virtues of an ideal '^
collector of

the revenue"" unde/ Akbar are described in the Ain, ii.

43—47 ; but he seems to have been a higher officer than a krori

of the 17th century.

The iavMd appointing a new krori runs thus :
"
Collect the

revenue season by season as assessed by the amm and pay it to

VciQfotahdar. With the advice of the faujdar and amin,, carefully

deposit the [accumulated] money in the imperial treasury,

giving a receipt for it to the fotahdar. Send to the Govern-
ment Eecord Office your abstract accounts and statements of

income and disbursement and other papers, as laid down
in the regulations. Do not collect any abioad, such as nakib

(?), the collector's perquisite (fahsildari), etc., lest the money
should be taken back from the offender and he be dismissed.'"'

§ 7, T/ie amin and the qanttnffo,

Amjn literally means an umpire or arbitrator, a trustee for

others. The essence of his office was to be an impartial umpire
between the State demanding revenue and the individual ryots

paying it.

The Manual of the JJuties of Officers '61—G3) gives us tho

following information about the amin and his work :
—

" The amin should know the regulations [zdbita) well, and'

be an honest and expert man, well-versed in the quality (good or

liad) of every affair. He should make the asscsement {mus/ia-

l:/ias) according to the rules and let none steal Government

money.
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*' The amln's work is to cause the kicgdora to be cultivated,
before the commencement oE the season of cultivation^ he should

take from the qanungoes the preceding ten year/ papers of the

revenue assessment and area of the villages, ride to the villages
in company with the kroris, chaudhuris, qanungoes and zamin-

dars, inquire into the condition of the villages, as regards tlieir

[culturable] area and the actual number of ploughs, compare the

area given in the papers of the qanungo with the real area, and
if the two do not agree call upon the qanungo to explain the

excess (in the case of excess) , and censure the headmen (in the

case of shortage), saying
' Why did the qanungo give a false

return and why did the headman tell lies ?'

'' Then inquire whether the existiDg ploughs are sufficienfe

for the cultivators of the village. If not, then grant taqavi

(agricultural loans), proportioned to the area of the culturable

soil of the village, for the purchase of oxen and seeds, taking
bonds'* from the headmen for the recovery of the loan with the

first instalment of the [next] year, and indemnity-bonds {much-

t^Jca) from the kroris that they would realize the loan with the

first instalment of the [next] year/*'

The sanad appointing an amin runs thus :
'' Do your work

with honesty and truthfulness. Exerr yourself to prepetuate the

cultivation and increase the habitation. You will be held res-

ponsible for the portion of the collected revenue deposited with

the fotahdar which he keeps in his hands in arrear
^^i.e., without

paying it into the treasury.) Urge the krori to collect the

revenue according to his own assessment and deposit it with the

fotahdar. Give temporary receipts {cJiitha) for the money that

the ryots pay to the fotahdar, under your seal and the fotahdar's

signature, and at the time of payment of re\renue ia full {bebdqi)
make up the account according to this chitka. Do not collect

any ahwab like bald dasti and tahsildarij as all these have been

forbidden by the Emperor. Warn the chaudhuris and qanun-

goes not to exact any such cess.''''

The papers which the amin and the Jcrori had to submit to

the Diwan' s office are enumerated in Z. 34 a and D. 89^;, those

that they had to keep, in Z. 60- and b.

The QANUNGO, as the name implies, was a walking dictionary
of the prevailing rules and practices (qci/iun), and a store-house

of information as to procedure, precedents, land history of the

past, etc. The Ain (ii. 66) styles him ^'the refuge of the hus-

bandman.''^ [See also Ain, ii. 47 n.]

* These bonds (famasswfc) were to be endorsed by the chaudhrri as security

sealed by the qp.zi and attested by the qauunso aud zamiudar.
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They were "
village revenue-officers who recorded all circum-

stances within their sphere which concerned landed property and
the realisation of the revenue, keeping registers of the value,

tenure, extent, and ti-ansfers of lands, assisting in the measure-
ment and survey of the lands, reporting deaths and successions

of revenue-payers, and explaining, when required, local practices
and public regulations ; they were paid by rent-free lands and
various allowances and perquisites/' (Wilson, 260.)

The Manual (34
—

35) instructs a new qanungo thus :
" The

Emperor's business goes on in reliance on your papers. To your
office belong the papers of divisioii {taqsi?/i), comparison {mudzana)
etc Keep two copies of the records,

—one in your house
and the other in your office (in charge of your gumashta) so that
one at least may be saved in case of fire or flood."

§ 8. Ahwahs or illegal cesses.

I shall now discuss in detail the ahwahs or exactions made on
various pretexts in addition to the regular land-revenue or custom

duty. These imposts were again and again declared by the Muham-
madan sovereigns to be illegal and forbidden within their realms,
but they soon reappeared with some changes in their items.

Thomas in his hevenue Resources of the Mughal EmpirehsiS given
from Persian lists of the ahivabs abolished by Firuz Shah Tughlaq
(1375, A.D.) and Akbar (about 1590.) Those prohibited by
Aurangzib in a farman dated 29th April 1673, are enumerated in

3/^ra^l-^/mffr/^, pages 303—304, Z. 1. 135, and D. f. 102. But
these three sources do not agree in all points ;

Mirat names forty-

one, Z. seventy-four, and D. seventy-eight ahwahs as abolished

at this time. In Bengal nineteen such imposts continued to be

levied, but from the tenants only, till the 19th century, when
the British law-courts finally put an end to them as illegal.

(Rampini's Bengal lenncy Act, 4th ed., pages 255—256.) We
s.r3 thus in a posiMcs to make a comnarative study of the growth
of ahwahs through several centuries of our history.

The ahwahs naturally fall into six broad classes :—

(a) Duties on the local sale of produce, like the municipal
octroi duty of certain towns in modern India, but taken by the

State.

(i) Fee on the sale of immovable property.

{c) Perquisites exacted by the officials for their own benefit,

and fees or commissions levied on behalf of the State, on almost

every conceivable occasion.
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(d) License-tax for plying certain trades.

{e) Forced subscriptions.

(/) Special imposts on the Hindus;

Aurangzib's abolitions are given below :—

A. Duties on the sale of produce :—

1. Fish.

2. Oil or phee. [Both Z. and D. read an hantali^ which

I read as raughan-i-karuah, or mustard seed oil.]

3. Chungi on opium. [Reading doubtful.]

4. Cowdung cakes.

5. Milk and curds.

6. Dhcik leaves and bark of the hahul (gum) from the jungles.

[All three sources differ in reading. Babul in Mirat only.]

7. Kitchen vegetables.

8. Grass, fuel wood and brambles from the jungles.

9. Ground-rent for stalls in bazar. [All three read Jianl-i-

tail (or battay%'hazari. The ground-rent for stalls in bazars

called the pandari tax, was abolished by Aurangzib in certain,

towns in 1659. See History of Aurangziby iii. 89—90.]

10. Tobacco tax. [Abolished in 1666, under circumstances

described bv Manucci, ii. 175. See History of Aurangztb, iii.

ai.]

11. Roses for rose-water. [Doubtful reading.]

13, Earthen pots and dishes made in the villages and

towns.

B. Fee on the sale of property :
—•

13. On the sale or mortgage of land.

14. On the sale of houses (haveli),

15. On the sale of captives {parda faroshi),

C. Perquisites of officials and fees or commissions of ike State :-—

16. Bahdari or remuneration of road patrols. [Abolished

by Aurangzib in 1659. The hardships and abuses connected

with this tax are fully described in my History of Aurangzib,
iii. 88—89 and Studies in Mughal India^ pages 162— 16-3.
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In the Crownlands alone this tax used to yield 25 lakhs of

rupees a year at the time of its abolition ]

17. Tax {kasil) on the hire of carts, camels and messengers.

IS. Tax on stone weights, [_" at the time of stamping with

the official stamp the stone weights, iron weights, etc./''
—added

by MiraL"]

19. Fee for census of head-dresses, heads and houses {dastdr-

shumdrij 8a''-&hunidriy khdnali-shumdri.) We know that houses

v/ere counted to complete village records in Akbar's reign, but we
have no mention in the Persian histories or the accounts of the

European travellers of any census of the population being taken

in Mughal India.

20. One-fourth of the amount in dispute in money-suits
belonged to the State (like the court-fee of our times.) Aurangzih
abolished this exaction as well as the payment of the fines and

thank-offerings which had the sanction of ancient usage and even
of Muslim judicial practice.

21. Shash ddmi [a fee of three-twentieth of a rupee. Not

clear.]

22. The customary perquisite (muqarrari) taken from men in

receipt of rent-free grants of land {madad-i-md^sh.)

23. The exaction of presents in kind from such men at the

time of marking out their plots of land {chok dandt)*

24. Fee for the appraising {muqimi) of land. [Mirat reads
"
muqimi for the sale of houses acquired by Government.""]

25. Tax on the grass of pastures.

26. Tax on the birth of male children,

27. Fee for the ddrogha and the Jcokvdli [Mirat adds "for

setting up the weighing balance/' dandt.]

28. Fee of watching over pack-oxen, camel -litters, doli^

(litters carried on men''s shoulders), chests and packages |'
? in

market places. Evidently collected for the benefit of the police.]

29. Ancient perquisites on special occasions and with special

names,—sdlidnd {once in a year), /asaJdna (once in a season),
mdhidva (once in a month), rozdna (daily), on the ^

Ids.jdastdr-
lardi (?), etc.

30. Ferry tax collected on rivers that have dried up [and can

be crossed on foot] !
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31. Price of paper [used in the official records and receipts
to the peasants.]

32. A tax on every iron cauldron in which molasses are

boiled. [Miraf adds,
" but the duty on the liquid sugar is to

be levied as laid down in the regulations/']

33. Presents {peshkash) taken by newly arrived officials from

grain-dealers and others, and in some places from the lanjdra,

34. Governors must not billet themselves in private houses,

mosques or shops without the consent of their owners.

35. Reward {ru/cksafdnaYjjuken for carrying letters from the

[imperial] camp, eto.

36. The guards at the gates of forts must not take anything
from the people passing through them.

37i MaJisu.l-i-sar'wa'hasfi, [ ? Sar-hasii means 'exemption
from payment, not entitled to taxation '.]

D. License-tax on traden :
—

38, From butchers.

39. From footmen (piddas),

40 & 41. From cotton- Iressers and sugarcane-pressers,

going to a new place to start business there.

42. From thatchers (of roofs) and watchmen (pdshdn.)

43. From printers of (cotton) cloth, at the time of stamping
them.

44. Headman's dues {muqaddami) on the hire of camels.

45. From brick-makers.

46. From mummers, who used to put on disguises and go to

houses where marriages were being celebrated, to entertain the

people. [A letter of Aurangzlb suggests that such mummlngs
were altogether put down in Kashmir late in his reign.]

47. From brokers {daldl.) [Text obscure.]

48. Tax on matchlocks [ ? or from gunsmiths. D. only

source.]

As Shihabuddin Tallsh complained (In 1666),
'' From the

first occupation of India and its ports by the Muslims to the end

of kShah Jahan's reign, it ^was a rule and practice to exact haul
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from every trader,
—from the rose-vendor to the clay-vendor, from

the weaver of fine linen to that of coarse cloth/'

E. Forced suhscriptions and gifts :
—

49. Forced labour and [compulsory lighting of] lamps on

the
* Id festival.

50. The [compulsory] lighting of lamps in the nights of

Jiah'i'hardtf diwali, the first ten days of the month of Shawwal,
etc.

51. Bhet and legdra. [Reading doubtful. D. and Z. give
hhet hanjarn 2in.(ibhet kara respectively. Mirat reads bhet banjara-

ha ranim i dandihd at ckuiigt loa gkaiara and gives immediately
afterwards No. 27 above. One of the obtvabs abolished in Bengal
was called * bhet and begar' or presents and gratuitous labour. See

Kampini, loc. cit.]

52. Order for fruits, etc., [for the Emperor's table, issued on
the provinces, and supplied gratis.] [This is the reading of Z.

and D. Mirat
, however, reads "

(compensation) for injury to

fruits, etc., ordered
" and a few lines later adds " The fruits of

(i.e., intended to be sent to the Emperor by) relays of horsemen, are

misappropriated or damaged by the traffic of the men of the

villages on the roads near them, and [the State carriers] therefore

trouble the wayfarers." We know that mangoes used to be sent

to the Emperor regularly from Allahabad, Malwa and Khandesh,

pomegranates from Jodhpur and Tatta, and several other fruits

from Gujrat.]

E. Imposts on the Hindus :
—

53. Tax on bathing in the Ganges and other (holy) rivers.

54. Tax on the carrying of the bones of dead Hindus for

being thrown into the Ganges.

Several other prohibitions of Aurangzib given by our authori-

ties in this connection, do not r^fer to illegal cesses remitted, but
to practices contrary to the Quran which he prohibited. These
have nothing to do with taxation, and therefore cannot be dealt

with here.

Several of the items above are given with great diffidence as

the Persian texts are very obscure and corrupt. I shall, therefore,

enumerate here the cesses which were forbidden by the Caleutti

High Court as their special names are correctly known : (a) Zabita
batti or customary levy, {b) mihmani or guest money, and nazrana
or presents; [c) bardancfj batta, and /coUouli tobacco, [d) chanda or
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subscription (e) qazi's fees, (f) najai or tax assessed upon the-

cultivators present to make up for any deficiency arisiug from the

death or disappearance of their neighbours, {g) a ce?s of so much gur
or molasses on every maun^ manufactured, {h) a cess for grazing
cattle onayo^<?^a^r's own jote but within the zamindar's estate,

{i) rdkumat or miscellaneous item^, (;) parahi or festival cess, [k):

patwari's fee, {I) pdfwari's wages, sidka or daily rations, (m)

pdsbdni or watchman's wages, (n) bhet and begfir, etc.
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LECTURE VI.

Mughal Rule : its achievements and failure.

§ 1, Folitical effects of Mughal Government.

What is the legacy of Mughal rule to India ? The Mughal
Empire at its greatest extent covered a larger portion of our country
than the Indian dominions of Asoka or Samudragui)ta. These
Hindu Empires also consisted of loosely united collections of

independent provinces which did not acquire any homogeneity, nor
create a sense of political unity or nationality among th. ir people.
Each province led its own life, continued its old familiar system
of Government (though under the agents of the central power),
and used its local tongue. On the other hand, the two hundrea

years of Mughal rule, from the accession of Akbar to the death of

Muhammad Shah (1556
—

1749), gave to the whole of Northern
India and much of the Deccan also, oneness of the official language,
administrative system and coinage and also a popular lintjua

franca for all classes except the Hindu priests and the stationary

village folk. Even outside the territory directly adminstered by
the Mughal Emperors, their administrative system, official

nomenclature, court etiquette and monetary type were bor.-owed,
more or less, by the neighbouring Hindu Rajahs.

All the twenty Indian suhahs of the Mughal Empire were

governed by means of exactly the same administrative machinery,
with exactly the same procedure and official titles. Persian was the

one language used in all office records, farmans, sanads^ land-grants

passes, despatches and receipts. The same monetary standard

prevailed throughout the empire, with coins having the same

names, the same puiity and the same denominations, and differing

only in the name of the mint-town. Officials and soldiers were

frequently transferred from one province to another. Thus-, the

native of one province felt himself almost at home in another

province ; traders and travellers passed most easily from city to

city, suhah to stihah, and all realized the imperial onencFs of this

vast country. Nationality, however, could not result from this

political union, because the people had no civil liberty, no share in

the government of their country. They were not citizens, but

merely equal subjects of one empire.

The second gift of the Muslims to India is historicalliterature.

The chronological sense was very imperfectly developed among
the Hindus, probably because being a race of Vedantists they kept
their gaze fixed on eternity and despised this fleeting world and

its ephemeral occurrences. The Hindus in the pre-Muhammadan

days composed no true history at all ; only four political biogra-
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phies have been preserved in Sanskrit, and in all of them the facts

lie buried under a mass of Howers of rhetoric, tricks of style, and
round-about expressions. In none of them have we dates. Even
when the Hindus learnt Persian and wrote histories or memoirs of

their times in that language in imitation of Persian models, their

works were wofully lacking in dates.

On the other hand, the Arab intellect is dry, methodical and

matter of fact, like that of the Jews, Phoenicians and other Semitic

races. All their records contain a choronological framework, and

their letters almost always give the day and month of writing.
Whatever the historical literature of the JVluhammadans may miss

out, they never fail to give a wealth of dates. We thus get
a solid basis for our historical study. The use of one era, vis.t

that dating from the Prophet's flight, and calculated according to

the lunar year, was a great advantage to the Muslims, as it gave to

the entire world under Muhammadan sway a common system for

dating events,
—which affords a striking contrast to the bewildering

variety of eras, length of months and length of the year that we
tind in Hindu inscriptions and books. To take one example only,
the Hindu luni-solar year, in which each month is divided itxto

the dark and bright fortnights {badi and sudi)^ was not the same
in Northern India and Southern as regards the day of commence-
ment and the intercalary month. Hence it is next to impossible
to convert such dates in the old Marathi records of the 17th

century into the Christian era with any chance of correctness.

The Muslim [dates follow one ^uniform
* and well-kno\sii

system.

§ 2. Contact with the outer world.

Thirdly, the Mughal Empire, and even its so-called Pathan

predecessor, ire-established the contact between India and the

outer Asiatic world, which had been destroyed with the decline of

Buddhism in its home. Through the passes of the Afghan frontier

the stream of population and trade flowed peacefully into India from
Bukhara and Samarqand, Balkh and Khurasan, Khawarizam
and Persia, because Afghanistan belonged to the ruler of Delhi,
till near the end of the Mughal Empire. Through the Bolan Pass

leading from India to Qandahar in South Afghanistan and thence

to Persia, as many as 14,000 camel-loads of merchandise passed

every year in the reign of Jahangir, early in the 17th century.
The ports on our western coast—Tatta, Broach, Surat, Chaul,

Rajapur, Goa (before its annexation by the Portuguese), and

Karwar,—were so many doors between India and the outer word

* There was often the 'difference of one day as between India and other conn-
tries at the commencement of certain months, owing to the difference in the

visibility of the new moon in the two places.
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that could be reached by soa, such as Arabia, Persia, Turkey,
Egypt, Barbery, Abyssinia, and even Zanzibar. From the eastern

port of Masalipatam, belonging to the Sultans of Golkonda up
to 1687 and thereafter to the Mughals,—ships used to sail for

Ceylon, Sumatra, Java, Siam and even China. The Arabs are

born traders—like their cousins the Jews^—and they take kindly
to a sea-faring life. The trade of the west coast of India had been
their monopoly in the Ist century of the Christian era (as we
learn from tho Feriplus of the Erythtaan Sea), Ard now the

conversion of the entire Near East and Middle East with parts of

the Malay world to their faith and their sacred tongue gave them
the greatest advantage in the sea-borne trade of Asia and Africa.

What the Muhammadans began the English have completed*
To-day India's isolation is broken and she has been switched on
to the currents —economic, cultural and political,

—of the entire

outer world.

§ 3. Religious changes in India due to Islam.

Fourthly, Hunter and some other European writers have hel^
that the monotheistic or at least anti-Brahman and anti-caste move-
ments among the Hindus in the middle ages were due to the in-

fluence of Islam. But we have to bear in mind that all the higher
thinkers, all the religious reformers, all the devout ljha^(assLmong the

Hindus from the remotest time have proclaimed the principle of

monotheism and recognized the one supreme God behind the count-

less deities of popular worship. Therefore, it is not historically true

that Islam taught the Hindus monotheism. What really happened
was that these dissenting movements among the Hindus of

mediaeval India received a great impetus from the presence of the

Muhammadans in our immediate neighbourhood.

Many sects arose which tried to harmonise Islam and
Hinduism and to afford a common meeting-ground to the devout

men of both creeds, without emphasizing their differences of ritual,

dogma and other external marks of faith. This was the aim of

Kabir and Dadu, Nanak and Chaitanya. They made converts

freely from Hindus and Muslims and rejected the rigid orthodoxy of

the Brahman and the MuUa alike.

So, too, the Sufi movement afforded a common platform to the

more learned and devout minds among the Hindus land Muham-
madans. Unlike the above-mentioned popular religions of

medisDval India, Sufism never extended to the illiterate people.

It was essentially a faith—often an intellectual emotional enjoy-
ment—reserved for the philosophers, authors and mystics free

from bigotry. The eastern variety of Sufism is mainly an off-shoot

of the Vedanta of the Hindus, and it rapidly spread and developed
in India from the time of Akbar onwards.
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A hugpe mass of Sufi literature In Persian was produced by the
Hindus. Though of the poorest literary quality, it shows the wide

prevalence of this faith among: our people, especially in the 17th
and 18th centuries, probably as a refuge from the political disorder
and economic decay attending the decline of the Mughal Empire.
These popular religions and Sufi philosophy tended to bring the

ruling race and the dominated people closer together.

§ 4. Mudim influence on sociefi/, architecture and arts.

Fifthly, many elements of modern Hindu social manners in

Northern India are due to Islamic influence, which also modified
the dress of our gentry and popular literature to some extent.

The masses, however, rem lined uaaffeeted by it.

Next, hunting, hawking and many games became Muham-
madanised in method and terminology. Persian, Arabic and
Turkish words have entered largely into the Hindi, Bengali and
even Marathi languages. An exact parallel is afforded by the
influence of the Norman Conquest upon English life and language.

The art of war was very highly developed by the Muslims,

partly by borrowing from Europe through Turkey
—and, to a lesser

extent, through Persia. The Rajahs of the Hindu period used to

lead petty forces or the confederation of a number of distinct petty

contingents. But the Mughal Emperors commanded vast armies

obeying one supreme voice, the handling of which required greater

organizing power and capacity, and thus gave greater opportunities
for the display of generalship than was possible in the Hindu

period. From the point of view of mere organization [as distinct

from real efiiciency as an instrument of war], the Mughal army
was almost perfect in every branch.

The system of fortification was greatly improved by the

Muhammadans in India, as a natural consequence of the general
advance of civilisation and the introduction of artillery.

Muhammadan rale caused a distinct advance in architecture.

The Hindu kings lavished their wealth and skill on temples ;

their palaces have all perished, and seem to have been of no high
or costly pattern. But the Muhammadans built palaces and tombs

in addition to mosques. The semi-circular radiating arch and the

vaulted dome are peculiarly Muhammadan, and so also are geome-

trically laid out gardens.

In the domain of the fine arts the richest contribution of the

Muhammadans is the Indo-Saracen school of painting. The

Muo^hals introduced Chinese painting by way of Bukhara and
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Khurasan, and at the Court of Akbar this art mingled with the

indigenous Hindu painting, of which traditions still lingered
amidst neglect and poverty. The result of the fusion was that

the Chinese characteristics were rapidly dropped and a purely
Indian apperance was given to pieces marked by undeniable

foreign technique. {Studies in Mughal India, 290-291.] Thus, in

painting there was a true revival and the highest genius was

displayed by our artists in this field in the Mughal age. This style

holds the field even now under the name of '' Indian art
'''

or
"
Mughal painting.

" The so-called Rajput school is only the

Mughal or Indo-Saracen style with Hindu mythological or epic

subjects.

We have seen that Muslim rule in general, and the Mughal
Empire in particular, achieved many things great and good for

mediaeval India. Why then did it fail ? In order to answer this

question it is necessary for us to examine the strength and weak-

ness of the Muslim State in India.

§ 5. Elements of strength in the Muslim position in India.

The Muhammadans in India at first possessed the advantage
of a common language, common traditions, a common religion,

common teachers, and a common political status in the midst of

a conquered and alien population. The absence of caste distiactions

and the democratic spirit of Islam fused the conquering sect into a

brotherhood. Hence, the State in Muslim India, before its degene-
ration in the 18th century, often displayed an unexampled solidarity
in the face of foregin invasion. Another source of the strength of

the Muslim rulers of India was that, they wisely retained the old

system of village administration, and method of revenue collec-

tion of the Hindu times unchanged, and even employed Hindu
officials almost exclusively in the Revenue Department. The result

was that the lives of the millions of our villagers were undisturbed

by the dynastic changes at the capital, and they had no reason

to be discontented with their new masters and to rise against
them.

§ 6. Muhammadan settlers Indianised.

But the long stay of the invading Muslim races in India

gradually destroyed their alien character and gave to them a

purely Indian stamp, till at last from the 17th century onwards it

became increasingly difficult for the Indian Muhammadans to

absorb readily into their society new-comers from Bukhara, Persia

or Arabia. (This was a change quite distinct from the deteriora-

tion in their physique and colour under the Indian climate.)
The Indo-Mahammadans adopted many Indian customs beliefs
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articles of food [esp. betel-leaf] and dress, and even an Indian

language; namely, Hindustani [zaban-i'IIindavi, the Indian tongue]
which is Sanskritio in its grammatical structure though its

vocabulary is full of Persian and Arabic words in addition to

Hindi. Thus, in the course of centuries the Indo-Muhararaadans
almost completely drifted apart from their brethren of the outer
Asiatic world. The later Muhammadan immigrants into India
were absorbed in the local population, but only after the lapse of

two or three generations, by which time they had acquired the

distinctive Indian character and given up their foreign peculia-
rities-

Centuries of residence in this country in the midst of a

vastly more numerous Hindu element and a purely Indian environ-

ment, gradually fused the Muharamadans in certain respects with
the indigenous population. The Indo-Muhammadans largely
married local women and admitted enormous numbers of converts

from Hinduism (or corrupt Buddhism), with the result that they
quickly lost their purity of blood and distinctive racial charac-

teristics. They also adopted many Hindu customs, beliefs ai3d

even ways of life. The popular religions of media) val India,

SuBsm, the Urdu language, and Indo-Saracen art vere the

common property of the conquerors and the conquered, and tended

to blend them together, as closely as the granite walls of the caste

system would permit. Many Muhammadan saints (pirs) were

worshipped by the lower classes of the Hindus, and renowned
Muslim saints were adored by stout champions of Hindu ortho-

doxy like Shivaji. The ignorant Muhammadan peasantry of

Bengal and even of other provinces where no vigilant reforming
mulla was present, took part in Hindu reliirious festivals and the

wor.^hip of popular village-gods, just as in Bihar low-class Hindus
take part ia the Muharram procession as enthusiastically as the

Muhammadans.

Thus, while the old scriptures and strict theory kept the two
sects apart, a common destiny and the common weal and woe of

life under the same Indian sun drew them together, except for

occasional crescentades by a puritan Sultan or Padishah.

§ 7. Disrujptiveforcei in the State*

Muhammadan dominion over India was spread more by indivi-

dual chieftains and adventurers than by the direct action of any
organized central power. There was, no doubt, always a nominal

Sultan as the theoretical king ;
but the enthusiastici and fanatical

generals who conquered the Hindu provinces beyond the frontiers,

owed oaly a nomuial aUegiiuce to this Central Governmsat, and
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they were usually masters of their own troops and treasures,
instead of being merely salaried servants removable at a word
from the Sultan. Macaulay in his famous es«ay on the Popes has
described how the Roman Catholic Church utilizes the enthusiasm

of unattached or irregular fanatics to convert new peoples with-

out having to devote its regular priesthood to the work, but deriv-

ing full advantage from the voluntary action of these enthusiasts.

Similar was the policy of the central monarch of Muslim India

during the period of expansion and conquest. He maintained
excellent relations with the enterprising adventurers of his own
faith ; he profited by their bold initiative and zealous exertions,

without having to spend his own men or money. At the same
time he kept them pleased by not insisting upon too much subor-

dination to himself or too rigid a control of the provinces won
and ruled by them.

This arrangement worked well so long as there were fresh

lands to conquer. But when the Muslim expansion reached its

furthest possible limit eastward and southward, rebellion, intrigue,
murder of sovereigns and chaotic wars of succession became fre-

quent, because the old plan of Muslim conquest left as its legacy
a centrifugal or disruptive spirit tending to local autonomy.
These frequent changes of dynasty and violent civil wars hindered

the growth of civilization, the economic prosperity of the country,
and the development of institutions. As the Latin proverb has

it,
" In the midst of arms, the laws are silent.

'*

§ 8. Gradual decline of the people.

There was no hereditary peerage in Islam, no recognition of

the right of private property. Every nobleman's lands and perso-
nal effects were confiscated to the State on his death. If his son

got any portion of them, it was as a mere act of grace on the

part of the sovereign. This rule^ no doubt, prevented the slacken-

ing of effort, but it also destroyed the basis of civilization, viz.,

the accumulation of savings from the past for improvement in

the future. All was ephemeral in such a society ;
the economic

prosperity and position built up by an individual noble was
levelled to the ground at his death, and his son had to begin his

career as a commoner from the very bottom without being able

to take advantage of the progress made by his father. Thus,

generation after generation an Islamic country witnessed the

same process of building up fortunes from the smallest beginnings
and undoing a life's work at death by the confiscation of the

private property of the deceased man to the State and the reduo-

tion of his sons to the rank of poor commoners.

So much for the richer classes. As regards the common

people, the Muslim State made no attempt to strengthen th^
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Walton, to develop the national character, or to ensure the economic

prosperity of the people. No independence of thought was allowed,
and the grossest kind of flattery was expected and encouraged by
the Court. Hence, no first-rate genius in literature or art was pro-
duced among the Indian Muhammadans.

The Court was the only centre of culture and the only nursery
of the fine arts (if we except a few temples in the far-off South J
But the nation in general did not benefit by it, and Court patro-

nage had a really demoralizing effect on creative genius. Hence,
Hindu and Muhammadan literature and art in mediaeval India
fell far short of the productions of democratic Greece or England^

§9. Natural growth of the Hindus stopped*

Muslim rule also arrested the growth of the Hindus. At
the first stage of the conquest, all our monasteries and rich

temples were sacked, and thus the centres of Hundu learning were

destroyed. No powerful Hindu liajah was left to serve as a

patron of Sauskrit scholars and authors. In consequence, Sanskrit

learning virtually died out of mediaeval India. What little was
left of it, was extremely barren and consisted of logical subtleties,
elaboration of rituals, new editions of Canon law, commentaries
and commentaries on commentaries. Thus North India was

intellectually a desert from 1200 to 1550 a.d. It was only
under Akbar that with Tulsidas in Hindi and the Vaishnav
writers in Bengali, a great Hindu literature reappeared, but in

the vernacular. The same Emperor founded a truly national

iCourt, and under him tbere was a great upheaval of the Indian

ntellect.

§ 10. Jf/iy did the Indian Muhammizdans deteriorate ?

A minute study of the history of Mughal India gives one

a clear impression of the rapid decline of the Muslim aristocracy

and gentry settled in India. The rapidity and sureness of this

decline are partly concealed by the genius and character of many
of the converts from Hinduism and fresh immigrants from Persia

or Central Asia. But it is equally striking that the grandsons
of the last two classes on the Indian soil became hopelessly

degenerate.

The first cause of this phenomenon was a reckless cross-breed-

ing and the maintenance of harems filled with women of all

sorts of races, castes and stages of civilization. The children

of such unions represented a much lower intellectual type than

pure Hindus, pure Persians or pure Turks,
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Too much wealth, when accompanied by the peace and order

which the Mughal Empire gave to the land, fostered luxury
among the Muhammadan upper classes, and their position as the

dominant race fostered pride and idleness. Hereditary aristocra-

cies have a natural tendency to deteriorate, and the process
is checked only by hard work in the army or civil administra-

tion and other kinds of healthy activity such as participation in

the free public life of a democratic country or a spirit of adven-
ture and exploration. But these correctives were wanting among
the sons of the Mughal peer?, to whom the Emperors always
left a portion of their fathers' earnings and gave fairly high
posts by reason of their birth.

The Indian Muhammadans could not retain Persian or Tur-
kish as their mother-tongue, and yet they did not cultivate any
Indian vernacular for literary purposes. They were ashamed to

write in the zaban-i-Hindavi [i.e., Hindustani) which they spoke
in the home, the office, the street, and the camp. The desperate and
ruinous attempt to cling to Persian as the language of official corres-

pondence, of serious and elegant literature, and polished society,
while Hindustani was their mother-tongue, was continued by
the Indian Muhammadans till about 1750, when Hindustani was

frankly accepted as their literary language. This linguistic diffi-

culty accounts for the literary barrenness of the Indian Muham-
madans, and it greatly retarded the spread of real education

during the Mughal period.

The Muhammadans of India, particularly those of Turkish

and Afghan breeds, are a military race, but not eminently intel-

lectual nor industrial. Hence they began to decline when the

utmost possible limit of their conquest was reached.

The degradation of women in the harems of the rich natu-

rally tends to degrade their children. The evil took a more aggra-
vated form in India than in Arabia or Persia, where few could

afford to support more wives than one, and these wives were of

ttie same race as their husbands.

§ 11, I'ailure of Mughal Empire due to laci of the spirit

of progress and ^elf-correction.

The student of media?val Indian history cannot fail to be

struck by the fact that the Mughal Empire became a hopeless

failure in the 18th century, though it had splendid resources

behind it and had achieved much for India in the 16th

and 17th centuiies. In the 18th century, Mughal civilization was

like a spent bullet, and the downfall of the Mughal Empire was

only a question of time, even if no Nadir Shah or Ahmad Abdali

had appeared in India.

The first and foremost cause of this plienomenon is the con-

trast between the spirit of all oriontil monarchies and that of a
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Modern civilized empire like the British. Such a modern empire
contains an element of self-criticism and reform within itself.

Hence any new defect or source of decay in it is promptly detect-

ed and remedied before it can become incurable. Not so oriental

monarchies, or even European monarchies of the ancient world,
like the Homan and Macedonian.

M

Secondly, oriental monarchies are essentially dependent upon
the personality of the sovereign and in some cases also on the

character of the ruling minority. The British Empire, on the other

hand, u democratic ; it is the domination of much of the world by
the entire British race and other races absorbed into the British,

—
and not by an individual kinf^ or family. Hence, though the

raling British familiea of one generation may degenerate in the

next, streams of fresh and able rulers of men rise from the ranks of

the British race to take their places. In Mughal India, on the-

other hand, the degeneration of India-born Muharamadans was

rapid and striking, and nothing could remedy it, as there was no

popular education, no public discussion, no social reform. The

supply of able adventurers from beyond the Khaibar Pass who had
contributed to the glories of the reigns of Akbar and Shah Jahan-

ceased, and the decay in the ruling families of India could not be^

arrested by the infusion of new blood either from among the nj9.ss,

of the local people or from among foreign immigrants.

It was the fatal defect of Mughal rule that it always conti-

nued to bear the character of a military oocupation of the land and
did not try to build up a nation or a homogeneous State. The glories
of Agra and Delhi in the golden days of Shah Jahan ought not to

blind us to the fact that the Mughal Emperors never followed the

first principle of political science, viz., that " there cannot be a

great empire without a great people." Under even the best of

them, though there were great ministers and generals, the mass of

the people remained " human sheep
'^

as in the worst days of the

;past. The Englishmen who defeated the Indian Nav*rabs and

Maharajahs may have been a handful of men—some of them not
oven professional soldiers ; but they had behind them the enormous
reservoir of the British democracy with all its collective talents and

resources, while our Nawabs and Maharajahs had bshind them
none but a few self-seeking followers and hireling troops." They
did not lead any national opposition to the foreign conquerors.

Islam, as interpreted after th^ failure of the rationalistic

(mufazala) movement in the Court of the early Abbasid Khalifs

of Baghdad, became too rigid, too inelastic and incapable of

adapting itself to changes of environment. It has all the strength

and weakness of a strictly dogmatic creed like Calvinism. The
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rigldiiy of Islam has enabled Its followers In all lauds io succeed

up to a certain point. But there they have stopped, while progrress
Is the rule of the living world. At the same time that Europe
has been steadily advancing, the stationary Muhammadans have
been relatively falling back, and every year has increased the

distance between Europe and Asia in knowledge, organization,
accumulated resources and acquired capacity, and made it increas-

ingly difficult for the Asiatics to compete with the Europeans.
The English conquest of the Mughal Empire is only a part of the

inevitable domination of all Africa and Asia by the European
nations,

—which is only another way of saying that the progressive
races arc replacing the conservative ones, just as enterprising fami-

lies replace sleepy indolent ones in the leadership of our own society.

Therefore, if we wish to proHt by the study of our country's

history

Forward, forward let us range.

Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing grooves of change.

B. Si 0. G. P. (P. U.) No. 6-2oO--29.1-l921-:R.B.
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